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U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard touched on
several topics in a talk before the MurrayCalloway Jaycees here last night as he
gave the local civic group a report on the
activities of the 94th Congress.
Hubbard, who is making a whirlwind
tour through the First Congressional
District during the August recess, told the
group that influences outside of Congress
in Washington have a tremendous influence. He pointed specifically to the
Ralph Nader organization which he said
was a major influence in auto emrnission
standards, the Occupational Safety and
Health Act and the Environmental
Protection Agency, all of which are
thought to have driven up the cost of living
and prices of various items.
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Hubbard said that the welfare programs
are definitely needed, especially in eases
of the elderly and the severely disabled,
but added that our present system is
subject to much abuse.
Speaking of agriculture, Hubbard said
that many congressmen apparently forget
where our food comes from and favor
legislation that sometimes - hurts the
farmers.
In reference to federal spending Hubbard said "The time has come when we
must have more fiscal responsibility than
we do at this time. The federal government
cannot go on operating in the
red., hopefully we'll not end up in the same
shape as New York City."
"Some of us are embarrassed," Hubbard said, "that by the end of August we
were away(from Washington) on vacation
or recess a total of 70 days."
Earlier, Hubbard had pointed out that
there are presently 94 freshmen members
of Congress and predicted that "if
Congress doesn't do more in the next 12
months there will be even more freshmen
in the 95th Congress than there are in this
one.
Hubbard was to appear today before the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce

On the energy crisis, Hubbard said,
"There is still a large segment ( of the
population ) who do not believe it but think
it's something the oil companies have used
to drive up profits."
The Congressman also struck out at the
national welfare system saying "it makes
it more profitable for people not work than
to work." He illustrated the point by
describing what happened in Washington
when a fellow congressman attempted to
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Vandalism Reported
By Tappan Officials
Although not connected at this time with
the 52-day old strike, three incidents of
vandalism involving the local Tappan Co.
have been reported to local law en,
forcement officials.
Murray City Police reported that three
pellets were found inside a door after
apparently being used to break glass in the
doors of the main entrance to the local
Tappan plant. Police theorize that the
pellets were _ fired from a hand-held

DOOR BROKEN — This photo
stiows where the main entrance door
of the Tappan Company was
damaged by vandals sometime last
tKente "
UT llarn-ts`
"5/1"
was caused by pellets shot by a
hand-held slingshot.
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Gubernatorial Candidates Taunt
Each Other About School Busing

In a joint medical staff-hospital board
meeting last night, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital officials heard from three
authorities on the pros and eons on a
roadies% office -building adjacent to a
hospital complex.
Ben Brewer, administrator of Central
Baptist Hospital in Lexington; and Drexel
Toland and Harry Mobley, medical office
building planners, told the board and
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done by the state highway department.

slingshot, according to investigation
reports.
Ed Hendon, plant superintendent at
Tappan, reported that his automobile was
vandalized early Tuesday morning at his
home. Hendon reported to state police that
sometime between 1:45 and 2 a.m.
Tuesday, vandals removed the windshield
from a locked car parked in his carport,
placed the car in neutral, and rolled it
down the driveway. The car then rolled
across the highway and crashed into a
tree. State Police said that an investigation is continuing into the Incident.
Plant manager Dave Dickson told the
Murray Ledger & Times this morning that
his car was also vandalized last night.
Dickson said that the vinyl roof was apparently cut, and two dents made in the
trunk lid. City police had not completed
their report in the incident this morning
pending further investigation.
In further developments in the strike,
about 200-300 union members gathered on
the I. 81 N Railroad tracks yesterday afternoon, after being informed that the
company would attempt to move some
boxcars loaded with finished products,
however, no such attempt was made, and
no incidents reported.

Don Brock of the Murray-Calloway
County Comprehensive Care Center spoke
at the meeting of the Murray Lions Club
held Tuesday evening at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Brock gave an informational program
concerning some of the day to day
operations of the center and informed the
club of the financial problems confronting
the center. He said the center can and does
rely on ten people to maintain the
programs that they are now administering. Presently the center has
seven adults being treated and expect to
have at least twelve in the fall, but the lack
of funding prohibits having more. He said
the center treats pre-schoolers as well
adults.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)— Kentucky's
nominees for governor have taunted each
other again about the responsibility for
school busing.
Republican Robert Gable first issued a
campaign statement Tuesday blaming
_Denelamiatacoov. Julian Carroll for failing
on four occasions in recent years to halt
busing in Jefferson County.
About 23,000 pupils are scheduled to be
bused in the Louisville area in a few
weeks, and Gable said the crisis "can
spread to other communities in Kentucky."
Carroll, noting later that busing has
been ordered also at Elizabethtown, said
that order came not from the courts but
from ''President Ford's HEW (health,
education and welfare department).
The governor asked: "Now who is
responsible for busing"
He said that although there is nothing he
can do about the court order at Louisville,

The Center Director said he personally
thought that the Senior Citizens program
has offered a much needed program for
the elderly of the county. He also said that
the NEEDIJNE program and the Center
try to work together, especially on
referrals. .
Brock talked at length during a question
and answer portion of the program concerning thedrug problem in the county. He
said that the user most often receives his
supply from a prescription and suppliers
vary. The director said he thought the
largest drug problem in the county was
alcohol.
The speaker was introduced by Tommy
Shirley, program chairman for the
Tuesday meeting.

said, why doesn't he telephone the president and tell him of Kentucky's opposition
to busing.
"When he finishes that phone call, let
him issue another edict and answer this
question," Carroll said,"If by some unexpected miracle he"should be elected governor of Kentucky, what does he expect to do
to stop court-ordered bustng in Jefferson
(See Candidates. Page 12

New Teachers Added To
University School Staff
Three new teachers will be on the staff of
the Murray State University School when
the fall term begins August 19.
Mrs. Berry Gore, 1603 Sunset Drive, will
be teaching kindergarten, replacing Miss
Jean Cooper, who will be teaching second
grade at the Southwest Elementary School
in the county.
Mrs. Sandra May, 1005 Irene Terrace,
will be the new first-grade teacher,
replacing Mrs. Joe Nell Rayburn, who
retired at the end of the spring semester.
Mrs. Janice Bossing, 1705 Olive Street,
will be teaching in the 4th, 5th and 6th
Mrs. Janice Rose, who
h
grades,
resigned.
A nativebf Mayfield and a 1951 graduate
of Murray State, Mrs. Gore has wide experience in kindergarten and pre-school
teaching. For the past five years, she has
taught in. the Sigma and Lutheran kindergartens and in a day care center in
Murray. Prior to that, she taught physical
education in the Madisonville schools and
in Illinois. She received her master's
degree at Murray State this year.
Mrs. May is a newcomer to the campus,
corning from Terre Haute, Ind., where she
earned a master's degree in childhood
education at Indiana State University and
where she taught in the laboratory school.
She also was curriculum coordinator
, the
and student teacher supervisor with,

Indiana State IMPACT project to train day
care workers.
A native of Borger, Tex,. her teaching
experience includes positions in C,olurnbus, Ohio, Clovis, New Mexico, and Grove
City, Ohio, in addition to her work in Terre
Haute.
Mrs. Bossing is homing to Murray from
Hammond, La., where she earned her
undergraduate • degree at Southeast
Louisiana State University. She brings a
wide variety of educational experience to
the University School staff, having worked
with exceptional, disadvantaged and
Spanish-speaking students in Fountain
Valley, Calif., and having done research
work in special education with Dr. G. W
Meier at Peabody College, Nashville.
While in Nashville, she also participated
in a year-long evaluation project of the
effectiveness of the educational television
program, "Sesame Street," in addition to
two years of later work with the "Right to
Read" program in Louisiana.
The other members of the University
School staff for the coming year include.
Dr. Janice Hooks, the director; Mrs. Jo
Lovett, the assistant director; Mrs. Sue
Chaney, second grade; Miss Vanda
Gibson, third grade; Miss Verona Rogers
in the 4th, 5th and 6th grades; Mrs. Shirley
Wilferd, physical education, and Mrs.
Margery Shown, music. Mrs. Benita Greer
•
is the secretary<

Tractor Pull Scheduled
August 16 By CCHS FFA
A Farm Tractor and Garden Tractor
Pull, sponsored by the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the Future Farmers of America, will be held Saturday
night, August 16, at the Calloway County
Fairgrounds. The pa was 'first planned
for August 2, but was postponed because of
The Pull is open to any farmers in the
Purchase Area -however only stock,
tlactors may be entered. Weigh-in of
tractors will be on the new scales recently
placed on the fairgrounds. Any tractor_
may be double-entered and weigh-in time
will start at two p. m.

- eloudy' and,Warm
•
Partly cloudy and warm with chance of

showers and thundershowers today
through Thursday. High today in the upper
Ms to low 90s. Law tonight.in the upper 60s
to low 'Mi. High Thursday in the mid to
upper 80s Friday mild with chance of
thundershowers

•'1 do intend to-fully support passage of a
constitutional amendment to end forced
busing and I'm just as much opposed to
forced busing today as I was two years
ago."
Carroll called Gab4 "a very recent
-ioiner" tor tbeWatraebd said -if he is todeed serious ...we can find out right now."
Since Gable plans to have President
Ford visit Kentucky soon, the governor
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The Garden.Tractor Pull will start at
5 30p. m. with the tractor pull following its
completion...Admission will be $2.00 for
• those over tweNe years'af age, $1.0D.fer
_WS 6_44.12. aikUree fur_ those_under.ii.c.
PEA officials said the entry fee is $5.00,
and the pullis open to any drive fourteen
years of age or older. Trophies will be

given in first three places with $10.00 for
first place and $5.00 for second place in all
classes.
Rules governing the tractor pull include
weight classes of 4,500, 5,500, 7.000, and
9,000 with a tie limit of 18.4 and may have
stock turbo; no duals, cut tires or chains,
all tractors must have a hood and grill, and
only field tractors to be Allowed
Other rules are available from the FE'S
chapter members and officials.
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Bridal Tea Held At Holiday Inn

The Mums,
Ledger • runes

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

In Honor Of Miss Kathy Crider

'Lab' Errand Irks
Squeamish Neighbor
By Abigail Van Buren

Miss Kathy Crider, August
16th bride-elect of George E.
Long II, was honored with a tea
on Saturday, August 2, in the
Refi Room of the Holiday Inn.
The hostesses for the occasion
were Mesdames Earl Lee,
Edwin
Stamps,
Charles
Burkeen, Mason Thomas,
Charles Henry, and Walt
Fulkerson.
The guests were received by
the honoree, her mother, Mrs.
Albert Crider, Murray, and her
step mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
Bob T. Long, Sr., of Mayfield.
Miss Crider chose to wear a
long sheer summer dress in
shades of turquoise and green.
A yellow orchid corsage was
presented to the honoree and
white daisy corsages were
presented to Mrs. Crider, Mrs.
Long, and Mrs. H. M. Williams,
grandmother of the bride-elect.

Miss Kathy Kelly kept the
guest register at a table covered
with a white cloth holding an
arrangment of multi-colored
flowers in a brandy sniffer.
The guests were served at a
beautifully appointed tea table,
covered with a pink cloth with
white net trim caught at the
corners with pink satin ribbon,
daisies, and wedding bells.
Centering the table was a large
arrangement of multi-colored
flowers in a silver bowl flanked
by silver candelabra.
Miss Rita Chaney and Miss
Gail Outland served the guests
punch and individual cakes
decorated with pink rose buds.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a deluxe toasterR-oven.
Sixty-five guests called
during the hours of two to four
p. m.

1975 by Chicogo Tribune-PLY heves Sync1

Wednesday, August 13
Wesleyan Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet with Mrs.
Milton Jones at 7:30 p. in.
Hayride and cookout will
start at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes at 6:30 p. m.
Make reservations at campground gates or phone 1-9245509.
Thursday, August 14
Shutterbugs and Butterflies
walk for photographers will
start at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes, at 9:30 a. m.
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
Church will meet with Mrs.
Walter Fulkerson at 1:30 p. m.
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the Community
Center at 9:30 a. m.

Friday, August 15
Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will visit the
Paducah Chapter at the general
meeting at the Legion Hall,2121
Broadway, Paducah, at eight p.
m.
Ruth Wilson and Lee-Olia
Lassiter Circles of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Women will meet at the church
for supper at 6:30 p. m.
Friday, August 15
Junior Golf Tournament will
be held at the Oaks Country
Club with tee off time at nine a.
m. For information call Sue
McDougal, phone 753-8218.
Twilight Golf will be at the
Murray Country Club starting
at 5:30 p. m. with Tom
Muehleman as chairman.

Saturday, August 16
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Hazel Community Center
Club will Meet at the First
Committee will have a work day
Christian Church at 7:30 p. m.
at the center starting at nine
Miss Kathy Crider, daughter Murray, and Bob Long, Jr., of
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal a.m. Any organizations or inMR. AND MRS. WILLIAM DAVID POPE are now residing in
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crider of Benton, brother of the groom- Arch Masons and Murray dividuals willing to help clean
Denver, Colorado. following their summer wedding at the Bethel
Murray, has completed plans elect.
Council No. 50 Royal and Select up the center and get it ready
Baptist Church,Denver.
for her marriage to George E.
Junior groomsmen will be Masters will meet at 7:30 p. m. for use are asked to come any
The bride, the former Gail Brittain, is the daughter of Mrs.
time Saturday.
Long II, son of Bob T. Long,Sr., Robert and Michael Kondratko, at the Masonic Hall.
James Lee Darnell of Murray Route Three and Virgil Brittain of
of Mayfield and the late Mrs. Murray, cousins of the brideFarm and Garden Tractor
Murray. She is a graduate of Calloway County High School and
Dorothy Long.
Murray Chapter of Parents
elect, and Bob Long III, Benton,
Pull, sponsored by Calloway
was employed at the Fisher-Price before moving to Denver where
The
candlelight
Without
ceremony
nephew
Partners
will
meet
of
the
at
groom-elect.
DEAR IT'S: I think you Were being unduly squeamish.
County High School FFA, will
she is employed by a grocery firm.
will be solemnized at 7:30 p. m.
You probably would have taken a blood sample and would
Serving at the guest register the United Campus Ministry be
held at Calloway County
Mr. Pope,son of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Pope of Route Two,Hampnot have been shocked by the request—unless, of course,
Saturday, August 16, at the Elm will be Mrs. Steve Tucker of building 202 North 15th Street,
Fairgrounds starting at 5:30 p.
you don't like any part of your neighbor's wife.
ton, Ky., is a graduate of Livingston County Central High School
Grove Baptist Church with Rev. Lexington.
at eight p. m.
m.
and was previously employed at Fisher-Price, Murray. He is now
Joe Piercey, Benton, ofFollowing the ceremony a
DEAR ABBY: Joe, a guy I bowl with, told me that he ficiating.
Hardin-Berkley
Lodge
No.
567
employed with Stern and Rogers Fabrication, Denver.
reception will be held at the
Just came back from Las Vegas where he had been the best
Sunday, August 17
A program of nuptial music Murray Woman's Club House. F. & A. M. will meet at eight p.
Man at three weadings. (I'll call the bridegroom "Paul.") will
Mr. and Mrs, Brown Howard
in. All members are urged to be
be
presented
by
Ronald
Only
out
of
town
invitations
Joe said that Paul first married a girl who was visibly
will be honored on their 50th
_Haitonorgnist, .and
_ laye peth sen.t.,,,and all _friends present to vote on proposed by-FizeVIAV:.--.3).11tACt-fi#2.-1W-ba4-.4.4240141-4mmid$446(
ytedding
anniversary with a
1714ane Wilkiiis, soloist.
and relatives of the couple are law changes that will effect
they were married, Paul divorced her.
reception,
hosted by their
each
member.
Miss Crider has chosen Miss invited to attend the wedding
Then Paul went back to the chapel and married Girl No. 2
children, at the fellowship hall
for the same reason. As soon as they were married, .Paul Nancy Jones of Louisville as her and the reception.
Camp 592 Woodmen of the of the Salem Baptist Church
divorced her, too.
maid of honor. Bridesmaids will
World
Paul said the divorces had been set up in advance.
will meet at seven p. m. from two to four p. m.
be Miss, Susan Kennedy of
Then, they went back to the chapel, and Paul married the
at the WOW Hall.
Atlanta, Ga., Mrs. Ruth Pickens
girl he was really in love with. IJoe said the third one didn't
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Edwards of Benton Route Eight announce
of Lexington, Mrs. Cindi
look pregnant..)
the engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest
Cumberland Presbyterian
Witham of Scottsboro, Okla.,
For Information
How
abut
blood
tests
and
waiting
periods?'
Personally,
I
Women of North Pleasant
daughter, Vicki Joan, to Craig Ewing,son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
think this so-called "best man- is full of baloney, but he and Mrs. Dana Grogan of
Regarding
Marlin Ewing and grandson of Mrs. Zelda Ewing of Tell City,Ind.
Bowling
Green.
Junior
swears this actually happened.
Robert Mabry of 1515 Kirk- Grove Church will meet at
Miss Edwards attended Murray State University where she
seven
p.
in.
at
the
borne
of
Mrs.
bridesmaid
will
be
Lori
Long,
Is this. possible?
wood, Murray, was dismissed
received her Bachelor of Music Education degree on May 10 of
DOUBTING THOMAS niece of the groom-elect, August 1 from the Community Joe Pat Thornton.
this year. She is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota, music fraternity
•Benton.
Hospital, Mayfield.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
(Permanent
for women.
•4
DEAR TOM: It's possible. Blood tests and waiting
Mr. Long has chosen his
for Senior Citizens with
periods
are
not
required
in
Nevada
I
am
Informed
that
Mr. Ewing will graduate from Murray State University in
Removal of Hair)
brother, Dave Long of Mayfield,
lunch at noon and square
MAYFIELD PATIENT
divorces are final when granted and the parties are free to . as best man. Groomsmen
December of this year with Bachelor of Music Education degree.
will
Lesson
on
one
p.
m.
dancing
at
was
Wanda Greer °I-Murray
marry immediately
He is a member of Phi Mu Alpha, music fraternity for men.
—be John Stevenson of Owen- discharged August 5 from the "Making Velva Crepe Flowers"
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday, August 23, at seven pi
sboro,
Bill
Cunningham
of
R ABBY The nursing prob1egpsisiA,880 caught my
Community Hospital, Mayfield. will be at St. John's Center at
m. at the Walnut Grove Church of Christ, Benton Route Eight. Mik.--nreyebecause 1 was a graduate nurse W1908.
Eddyville, Ben Hogantamp of
10:30 a. in.
reception will follow at the Bank of Marshall County lounge, BenIn training we received *8 per -menth -fer four-yearsworked 10 hours a day, six days a week, and did all the
cleaning. Three months every year, we worked in the TB
All friends and .
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
ward.
the reception.
Later, on private cases, we were allowed to charge only
$25 a week. On contagious cases, we cooked all the patient's
meals in the family kitchen, but many times, all I got to eat
was one bowl of milk and bread.
On private cases we worked 20 hours a day and usuall.y
left the case after three weeks feeling exhausted and very
hungry.
Todiy,'nursing is a ball.
NORA J.
7:30,9:35 ± 2:30 Sat.,Sun
DEAR NORA. The low pay, long hours and drudgery of
nursing in the early 1900s may make today's nursing look
The terrifying motion pieture
easy. But the academic and professional requirements for an
from the terrifying .NO.1 hest seller.
R.N these days are no "ball." And the competition,
tensions and living costs that face the modern nurse don't
make her work or her life a "ball," either.
DEAR ABBY: I have a neighbor who I like, but his wife
can be very obnoxious.
This wife asked me to take a urine sample to the hospital
lab for her in the morning because she and her husband
leave for work earlier than the lab opens up and I go right
by the hospital on riiy, way to work later.
I said no flat out.
The next morning, this woman's mother was there to pick
up the little jar to deliver it to the hospital, which is only six
blocks away.
IT'S URINE, NOT MINE
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Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long. self-addressed, stamped (20C-envelope.

Grre
Whether you choose Regular ot
Decaffeinated, this savings on Taster's Choicer
100% Freeze-Dried Coffee is our way of
freshening up your shopping day.
And it's a nice coffee break. From
the makers of Taster's Choice.
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BEADS
BEADS
I-SEISHI
HEISHI
HEtSH1
PUKA
PUKA
PUKA
Large yerieKies of heeds, imported and_persOnally
Lwuyht over by us, from all parts Of AfrtCa.
Egypt, Ethiopia. Europe. Philippines and India
We are constantly briwqinq in the latest, rarest
end the - most-in ',beads for your requirements.

BEADS

ALSO IN OUR LINE

1t" Stir, Tiger Tail Fetishes; Mother of Pearl
Heishi, from S to 9 mm. Also- fine hand CCM,.4:1
Sl'ekd Fle;01; in all shades —mm — 24- strant,c
We 'arty iPcOmplete line of jewelry supplies and
. find ngs. including hook $ets for leather and tiger
rOntE5 a, Low

.

•

•

TO TFIC DILALE•: Ths coupon
we be redeemer/ only as totloors
For amount specthed plus 54 for
handt.ng. prov.ded coupon rece vod IronS customer on pg.,
Ch•S• 011k0111{1 rterchandere.
Proof of purchase of soft,
cent stock of merchand.s•
to cover coupons sub
tn.tted must be •hoen
on request (7erOure to
comply Tan VOrd
cog
pons •ubrnitted for re
M•rnplen 1 Roclemphons
not honored through brok
FIrs or other outsodo sconces
Coupons ikr• nontr•nsf•r•bl•
end ,old II us* a Pron.n4Pd.
r•,
toted, restrected. Of loCIV,S•
,lured. Customer must Pak •Pfr
saes Its. Cash redernpton velue
I(1.0011. TOO R909111PTION, Plit•
MOT TO OUP 1A4JSMAN o•
MAIL TO: TO( NESTLE COMPANY,
INC.. P.O. DOX 1500 ELM CITY
27191111. orrem h000 oosLi
•
tN O.S.A. LIMIT, I COUPON P55
F•NKT.
(spites Soptembiog

the 8-oz.or 10-oz.size jar of Tasters Choice'
100% Freeze-Dried Coffee,Regular or Decaffeinated.
(Coupon not good on 2-oz.,4-oz.,or 5-oz.size)
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Elly Carroll, baby daughter of Gov. and Mrs. Julian Carroll,
posed with her mother at the Kentucky Governor's mansion.
She was born June 27 and is the first governor's baby to born
while the parents lived at the mansion.

By John Davidson
schedule necessitates a day
FRANKFORT, Ky.—''.She's nurse and a night nurse. But
getting to be more popular than from the hours of four p. m. to
her daddy," proclaimed Elly midnight, Elly is in the hands of
Carroll's day nurse Terry her parents.
Howard.
"If she's asleep when Julian
Acting totally bored with the gets home from his meetings at
troops of photographers_ and. k night, lie just .wakes_her._
reporters visiting her, Ellynn anyway to plarwith her," Mrs.
Kriston "Elly" Carroll napped, Carroll explained. "They do a
yawned and otherwise ignored waltz routine that's really
the steady stream of strangers amusing."
The governor's favorite acvisiting her nursery. But her
mother, Charlann, talked the tivity with Elly each night, Mrs.
baby talk and acted in the ex- Carroll said, is to walk all over
cited manner usually reserved the mansion with her. -He'll
for mothers who have just had walk up and down the halls
carrying her, and take her
their first child.
Elly Carroll, the newest downstairs to see the state
addition to Gov. Julian Carroll's police) troopers. Lately he's
family, has received press been home for dinner more
coverage in most of.Kentucky's often, and her little face just
media, along with some brightens right up when she
nationwide press. But visiting sees her daddy."
Her fathers varying hours of
photographers and reporters
are old hat to her now, and her being home have taken a toll on
mother explained, "What libp a rigid schedule for Elly, as
Carroll
expressed
really looks forward taisitneirly Mrs.
amazement that, "She slept
coming home."
Gov. and Mrs. Carroll's busy until 10:15 this morning."
Now more than six weeks old,
Elly has a tendency to fall
asleep in her mother's arms.
But Mrs. Carroll noted that
whenever she lays her daughter
down, she awakes.
One day she took Elly over to
the Governor's Office to show
her off to the staff. She slept all
the way through the tour, e:en
with the excited secretaries
pawing at her. But Mrs. Carroll
had a plan to wake her daughter
up. "I laid her down on Julian's
desk and she woke right up,"
she stated.
One of a very few babies to
have a chandelier in her nursery, Elly is the first governor's
baby to be born while the proud
parents inhabited the 62-yearold new executive mansion in
GIFT WITH-PURCHASF
Frankfort. Her white nursery is
& GIFT CERTIFICATE
filled with numerous stuffed
animals, which include two
Softly scented body
donkeys but no elephants.
•S
shaker
• powder in a lovely
Her mother said that letters,
• bottle — yours, as our
• complimentary gift with
cards and gifts have flowed into
$6
and
any
coupon
• this
the mansion "just like
• Merle Norman cosmetic
• purchase! Plus:a $5
—Christmas." A few days she had
• Christma% Gift Certificate,
felt sorry for the mailman who
• applicable to purchase of
•
• Chatelaine Perf1ime or
has entered the mansion "with
:
• Eau de Toilette between
his arms so full he could hardly
: Nov. 1 and Dec. 25, 1975. ;
see over the pile."
•
Only at your
•
Referring to Elly as her "two-:
foot-long daughter," Mrs.
Carroll said that Elly now.
MURRAY
measures 24 inches in length.
•
•
was 22 inches long when she
•
She
•
SOUTH
403
• was born June 27. Weighing
•
TWELFTH STREET •.
nine pounds and 15 ounces when
• •Offrt *AO rnrr ,ue, Sept Al 1973. or whale •
she was born, Elly Carroll now
o
f..
,
:ing opt;„Jsos
•
swa
,
•••
,,.1x.s....enzl,p/rpot
•
weighs 1114 pounds. She has
- also grown one shoe size.

The smell of good homecooking is in the air once again
as the second "Grandma's
Kitchen" of the year gets underway Saturday and Sunday,
August 16-17 at Empire Farm in
Land Between The Lakes.
Senior citizens from the
surrounding area will help
prepare the many delectables
cooked on Grandma's wood
stove. The hours on Saturday
are nine a. m. to five p. m. and
Sunday one p.m. to five p. m.to
see, smell, and taste preserves,
pickles, cider, and other
goodies.
Family camping is still in full
swing at Land Between The
.Lakes,
though
college
recreation students, who have
planned programs throughout
the summer are returning to
school. Evening programs are
continuing and various sports
equipment is available for use.
Hillman Ferry and Piney
campground are open yearround, while Rushing Creek will
close in early September.
Two weeks remain for
organized groups to register for
Day-Camping programs at
Camp Energy, Brandon Spring,

and Piney campground in Land
Between The Lakes. Groups
wishing to register should
contact Recreation Services at
502-924-5602.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
August
16-17-GRANDMA'S
from
KITCHEN-Delectables
Grandma's wood stove delight
the senses. Berry preserving,
canning, and drying, picklin'
watermelon
rind, relish
making, cider fixin', and
brewing blackberry wine are
among the good things to see,
smell, and taste as the winter
pantry is stocked. Empire
Farm. Saturday nine a. m. to
five p. m,and Sunday one to five
p. m.
August 18-THE ERA OF
IRON REVISITED-In quiet
repose old Center Furnace
provides the setting for a step
into the bustling past of the iron
era. Meet at Center Station at
9:30 a. m.
August 19-HEMATITE BY
MOONLIGHT-2-mile leisurely
walk around Hematite Lake
interpreting night sounds and
sights. Meet at Hematite Lake
in
the
Environmental
Education Center at 6:30 p. m.

August 20-FOliESTR
' Y HIKEJoin our forester for a 1,2-mile
walk to study free species,
habitats and woodland ecology.
Meet at Center Station at nine a.
m.
August 21-HISTORICAL
DRIVE-Relive the historic past
in a 2-hour auto tour of old home

sites, iron furnaces, and other
points of interest. Meet at South
Information Station at 10 a. m.
For further information on
events and special programs in
Land Between The Lakes write:
Land Between The Lakes, TVA,
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231 or
telephone 502-924-5602.

Murray Lodge Has Family Night
Dinner, Seven Seas Restaurant
A Family Night dinner far •
members and guests of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons was held at
Seven Seas Restaurant on
Thursday, August 7, at 6:30 p.
m.
The invocation was given by
J. P. Parker.
Those present were Mrs. Jean
Hubbell and son, Rickie, Pete
Farley,
Mrs.
Christine
Southard,
Messrs
and
Mesdames Cleo Sykes, Buel E.
Stalls, Howard McNeely, Pat
Evans, Joe Lasater and
daughter, Dickie Farley and
daughter, J. P. Parker, Charles
Jackson, Rollie Alderclice, R. H.

Robbins, James R. Kamilton,
Norman Klapp, Zane Coleman,
Dee Lamb and Mother, Walter
King, Edward Kelley, Brent
Wilson, Richard Henninger,
Eunice Henry, Dan Redden,
and Al Parker.

PERSONALS4
ati
HAS TONSILLECTOMY
Melissa Manning, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Manning
of Murray Route One, has been
dismissed from the Community
Hospital, Mayfield, after undergoing a tonsillectomy Con
August 5.

Last week's Story Hour at the Calloway County Public
Library was on "Water." A movie showing children cleaning
up lakes and ponds, along with stories, and some water experiments were used. Karen McCuiston is helping the
children view the "dirty water" speciman under the
microscope. They are Beau Higgins; Rebekah, Don and
Michael Brock and Jeffrey Call.

During Thurman's Semi-Annual August Sale,
we are offering
savingsfrom

$90"to $110" Per Set
On Jamison's
Best-Maftress-And Box Sprin s
Standard,Queen
or King Size

-rwo
IreatYouiself
Lovely Offers

MERLE noRmnn ••
:COSMETIC STUDIO:

307 N. 4th

Thomas II

753-6194

Hours 9:30 to 5:30 Mon.-Sat.

NE EDLE
VlAiORK

_

Standard Size
Regular $259.95

SAVE
$90°9erset
Sale $169.95 Perset

Queen Size
Regular $359.95

King Size
Regular $459.95 Per Set

SAVE
$110°9er

SAVE
$11009erse,

Sale $249.95 PerSet

Sale $349.95 Per Set

Set

TALK ABOUT RETURN ON YOUR MONEY!
Here's a real investment in total rest - total comfort - total luxury and a great opportunity to take the pressure off the old budget.
Not just ope or two - but three outstanding JAMISON sets from
which to choose during this limited bedding event.
Come on in for a fantastic RETURN ON YOUR MONEY - and
years of comfortable sleep.

Needlepoint*
Bell Pulls
Chair Seats
Pillows
Purses

Christmas' Tree Ornaments
Instruction Books
Tennis Rocket Covers

Fire Screens
Stools
luggage Rocks
Tapestry Yarns

Knitting 8, Crochet Yarns,in Wool & Acrylic
Cross Stitch Quilts
Crewel Embroidery
Lath L Hook Rugs
Cross Stitch
Paint & Needle Point ft, Afghan Kits

RolffiRWRW6-01161106-666-nin tram

h air11172enrs
IF IJ Ft IN II'V IL) IFt IE
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Editorials and opiokinated articles on this page are presented fur
a Wm for the free exchange of differing
the purpose at
idler. in response to editonaLs and
upiniora Letters le
opinionated articlea ate allenillyeld
•
The editors at Ildir weeper alrosigly believe that to [unit
opinionated &Melee- ISA* lirmarwIlkis percent) the editorial
philosonli, at this aelailipw odd be•disservice to our readers.
therefore weaelire-sittni an editorial stand or
lailuilina writer in a column, to respond
ate ideas provanted
with their feelinelanattparliesdir limas being discussed
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Letter To The Editor

Guest Editorials

Noise Pollution
Some doctors, says the Texas
Health Department, are increasingly concerned about noise
pollution.
They have turned up convincing
evidence that, in addition to
deafness, noise has a direct link to

heart disease, peptic ulcer,
cloitis, high blood pressure and
migraine.
QUIET, PLEASE!
—Lubbock (Tex.)
Avalanche-Journal

The Answers
Every day, it Seems, we are of- such a confused state with more
fered a new column on world af- people ready and anxious to explain it.
fairs.
in
We never have seen the world
—Greenwood (S. C.)
Index-Journal

10 Years Ago

the consequences of his act.
Maybe he would consider this unwarranted act differently if I would
happen to find his lost grandchild and
instead of trying to find her home or
locating the proper authorities, I'd just
dump her on some road to fend for herself.
That would solve my problem but not hers.
So what.
There are facilities to handle unwanted
or lost pets and children. Why not use them
instead of causing more problems by
cowardly dumping them on roads and
highways. Your tax dollars pay for them
so why not use them.
Sincerely yours,
Larry Biter
1503 Main, Murray

Dear Editor:
What an enjoyable experience I witnessed today in my car's rearview mirror.
Some thoughtful gentlemen in a dark
green auto, with a temporary tag ( the car
later passed me) pulled to the side of the
road on Route 641 S. and let out a dog. He
dumped it right there. What a noble
gesture!
I do not know the circumstances
surrounding this affair, only what I saw. I
do know that there are better and more
intelligent ways of disposing of unwanted
animals than to dump them on the highways of our nation to be struck by another
car or starve to death. Apparently this
unkind man didn't take the time to think of

Today In History
lir The 4-sm.-toted Press

The City of Murray has been Selected for
a study on future planning, financing, and
extension of public works projects by the
Pennsylvania Economy League, according to a letter read by Mayor Holmes
Ellis at the meeting of the Murray City
Council. Plans for a new fire station on
A University of Washington
South 16th Street were also discussed at
the meeting.
professor says ants do a better job
Staff Sergeant Richard B. Scarborough, - harnessing solar energy- than
Jr., has been selected' Outstanding in- civilized man.
structor of thv monthat Keesler Air Force
Base, Miss.
The news item quoting him
Loman C. Garner died yesterday at noon
go into details, but the
doesn't
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
does recall the adstatement
observe
will
Waters
Mrs.
Jim
Mr. and
their 50th wedding anniversary on August Monition to: "Go to the ant, thou
15.
sluggard, consider her ways and
Mr. and Mrs: Walter Lewis Polly an- be wise," or words to that effect.
nounce the engagement of their daughter,
eto
Sheila, to Jerry Grogan, son of Mr. and
—Greenville (S. C.) News
Mrs. Dewey Grogan.

Ask The Ant

20 Years Ago
R. L. Cooper, County Health Administrator, announced today there have
been two cases of typhoid fever reported to
the health department.
-Tell charges for telephone service
between the Murray Exchange and West
Kentucky's exchanges at Hazel and New
Concord have been removed.
Rev. S. E. Byler will return Sunday to
resume his duties as pastor of the
Memorial Baptist Church after conducting
a series of revival meetings in Mississippi
for the past three weeks.
Mesdames Lee Ernstberger, Alfred
Murdock, Howard Kelso, Ernest Underwood, Bill Wrather, and Porter
Holland, recreation leaders of Calloway
County Homemakers Club, and Mrs.
- Barletta Wrather,County Extension Agent
in Home Economics, attended a training
meeting for recreational leaders held at
Benton.

.HEARILLNA:

What An Experience

$1 billion in debts owed by Italy.
Today is Thursday, August 14, the 226th
Ten years ago: The 164-year-old
day.of 1975. There are 139 days left in the Brooklyn Navy Yard in New York, launyear.
ched its last ship, the amphibious tranToday's highlight in history:
sport, Duluth, before being closed down.
On this date in 1945, President Harry
Five years ago: The Vatican and
Truman announced Japan's unconditional Yugoslavia resumed full diplomatic
surrender. It was the end of World War II.
relations after an 18-year break between
On this date:
the Holy See and the Communist state.
In 1784, the first Russian colony in
One year ago: Greece withdrew her
Alaska was founded on Kodiak Island.
troops from the North Atlantic Treaty
In 1848, the Oregon Territory was Organization after a breakdown of
frgbiirtas
In 1900, the Boxer Rebellion in China en- Cyprus.
ded as U.S. Marines helped capture
Today's birthday: Circus impresario
Peking.
John Ringling North is 72.
In 1935, Congress passed the Social
Thought for today: Soldiers usually win
Security Act.
the battles, and generals get the credit for
In 1941, during the World War II, it was them — Napoleon Bonaparte, 1769-1821.
_
disclosed that President Franklin
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
Roosevelt and British Prime Minister years ago today, 100 barrels of powder
Winston Churchill had met at sea and were removed from the magazine on the
signed the Atlantic Charter.
British colony of Bermuda and loaded on
In 1947, the United States canceled about an unknown ship or ships — apparently
bound for Revolutionary forces in
.
America.

HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a_ service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose to to answer questions
and solve problems — fast. Write to
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
Heartline: I recently received a notice
from Social Security that I have been
mistakenly over-paid $1,857.00 by Social
Security. It was no fault of mine, and this
they admitted to me. However, due to the
fact that I have a little savings and my
home paid for, I was forced to pay it back.
I have been planning for 5 years to go
back to visit my family in Germany that I
haven't seen in 14 years. With the three
thousand in savings and my continuing to
work part-time, I could have made the trip
-one year from now. I saved and scrimped
to get the three thousand which is now
down to $1,200.00.
It will now take 8 years of saving to get
enough money to take the trip, especially
since I'm getting $62.00 a month less since
they discovered their mistake. I am now 68
years old, and I shall probably never see
my family. It just isn't fair. G. H.
Answer: Overpayments by mistake, on
the part of Social Security, are common,at
least to Heartline. Heartline feels that it is
about time for the government and H. E.
W. to realize the seriousness of mistakenly
—ever-paying Senior Citizens their Social

Security benefits.
The psychological and emotional
repercussions from these mistakes are
definitely damaging to the victims. In
most cases, the Social Security recipient
will have to take a cut in income when the
mistake is discovered. This is bad enough
without having to pay back sums of
money, or having so much taken out of the
check each month until the over-payment
is paid back. Too many Social Security
recipients have their meager monthly
income budgeted to the penny.
Such mistakes on the part of Social
Security forces many to search for new;
less expensive dwellings, to cut back on
food and medicine, and creates a state of
worry and frustration that knocks years
off of some Senior Citizens lives. Heartline
feels that unless the over-paid Senior
Citizen can easly pay back the overpayment, without any stress to everyday
needs, that the government should accept
the loss for its own mistake.

Bible Thought
Whoso offereth praise glorifieth me: ...
Psalm 50:23.
The blessing of God is the reward of a
Godly and righteous life.

The Murray Ledger & Times
Dm Murray Ledger d Times is published
*very afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers. Inc. 103 N 4th St.
Murray, Ky , 42071
Second Class Posloge Paid at Murray, Ky
42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by

carriers. $2 25 per month payable in advance
By moil in Calloway County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear. Tenn, $12 50 per
year By mail to other destinations, $27 50 per
year
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press ,
Association and Southern Newspaper
Publishers Association

Funrn Funny World
enough to leave behind some professional
advice. "Buy watchdogs," said a handwritten note found next to the empty safe.
_police. reported._ (Stuttgarter Nachriten
The management of a Finnish department store were very pleased with the new
salesgirl, Sonia Grovad,aged 19. For there
was a steady stream of customers at her
fancy goods counter, and all seemed to be;
very pleased with their purchases. Her till
was forever ringing up the sales, and it
wasn't until stocktaking time that she fell
from grace. But by that time, Sonia had
twice been named Salesgirl Of The Month
and received cash bonus prizes. After
stocktaking, detectives watched Sonia and
found that most of her customers were
Reinbea, West Germany — A thief broke friends or relatives, getting three times
Into a factory here during the night and the amount of goods which they had paid
roobed a safe but he was considerate for. Sonia was fined — and fired.

CRIME
Victoria, B. C. — Supermarket employees flinging teases-witty warded off
an attack by two men armed with chits,
police said. Police said two men wearing
Halloween masks entered a local supermarket and began beating an employee.
Store Manager Michael Meads called
another employee who hurled a 10-pound
turkey at one of the intruders as the man
attempted to run from the store. The
turkey struck the masked man in the back.
Still another employee fired off a frozen
chicken as the pair escaped, police said.
The chicken shattered a glass door.
Colonist)

Relax. Dinner's ready
atJerry's
ou are.

The Family Lawyer

Canine ,Casualty!
Nowadays this is the usual atEyewitnesses agreed that the
terrier was standing motionless in titude of the courts. No longer
the street, plainly unaware of the does the law look upon dogs (as
approaching automobile. They it once did) as creatures of no
also agreed that the driver had
plenty of time to sound his horn.
swing to one side, or at least slow
down.
But he did none of these things.
Result: another canine casualty.
Under these circumstances,
could the owner of the terrier hold
the motorist liable for damages?
Indeed he could, a judge ruled
later. The negligent destruction of
a dog, said the judge, is no more
justified than the negligent destruction of any other personal
property.

value.
Nevertheless, in most of these
cases, the owner cannot hold the
driver liable because he cannot
prove negligence. Thus:
A motorist was returning home
one evening when a neighbor's
dog suddenly dashed in front of
his car. Although the dog was
killed, a court ruled that the motorist was not responsible. The
court said he could not have foreseen that "a dog would leap from
the curb through the darkness into
his path."
Furthermore, the law will make
due allowance for the necessities
of traffic. One case involved a motorist who hit a tuikey that scam-

pered into the highway. The farmer, claiming damages, said the motorist should have slowed down
when he saw the turkey by the
roadside—just in case
But the court said - that would
he showing too much deference to
turkeys.
"Their rights in the highway,"
said the court,"must give way to
the superior right of the travelling
public to pass with reasonable
freedom and rational speed Highways are not built for foals to
stray in "
A public service feature of the
American Bar Association and
the Kentucky Bar A.sociation.

Let's Stay Well

Eye Color And Pain•
•
People with brown eyes are
less sensitive to pain than persons with light colored eyes, according to recent studies.
Reporting in Nature magazine. opthalmologist Michel
Millodot, of t& University of
- Wales Institute of Science and
Technology. found that the cornea, the clear part of the _frontrol
the eyes, is twice as sensitive in
blue-eyed, people as in browneyed people. Green-eyed and
hazel-eyed people are slightly
inore sensitive than blue-eyed
people.
The. eye spikialisi made eye
tests---on • 112. Caucasian& ,12
Hlacks....:1L.Incli4ns and 17
appriiii an
Chingse. H
aesthes. iometer. tisualfy used to
measure Idepth of anestTia

By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
ot 540
eye.
i thieued
i_r_ili
The findings are considered to
be practical and significant.
Physicians have long considered
pain sensitivity to vary in pabents and to have an important
bearing on the management of
disease, determining, for example. the amount of medicine re,quired to give relief.
In the eye, sensitivity to pain
may influenee the tolerance to
wear contact lenses, with blueeyed persons having more trou•
ble adjusting to "contacts."
Corneal sensitivity may reflect
a general sensitivity of the body
- -„
tp pain.
that his findings
may explain why "the,practice
ofIcupunaure may-he Mnre ac-c. eptable in China than in countries inhabited by blue-eyed peo-

BI.ASINGAME

ally considered the result of the
cobalt which is used in brewing
to make a better "beard" on the
beer. Vitamin B deficiencies(Hi
or thiamine) in heavy drinkers,
occur as a part.of malnutrition
and adversely affect the heart
Q: Mr. A. N. wants to know if muscle.
heavy drinking of-alcohol can
Q: Mt. R. K. asks whether
cause heart trouble.
true that melting lead,such as to
A: Alcohol can have adverse make fishing weights, can he
etiect on the heart muscle in harmful when done in a home
several ways. An occasional workshop,.
heavy drinker (five or more
drinks per day) will develop a
A: The. melting of lead rerapid heart rate after using leases toxic fumes and should
alcohol Ibis increase in work riot be done except
under concan_overload the heart, even
trillettlithditihns
wher"entilaproduce angina in some iryitaiiiieS2 IfeaVY- beer drinking' don is- adequate.--Exrtittny- or-,
(about 1 gallon a day) may show repeated exposure to lead fumes
dangerods
toxic effects on the heart, getter- can

pie.- He thinks that the
difference in sensitivity to pain is
not because of local differences
in the eyes but because of
differences in the central nervous system.

iss a precious minute of your family's summer
by spending it in the kitchen.
Complete family meals, with appetizers and vegetables,
are ready every evening at Jerry's Restaurant.
Where you can sit down together
as a family in a pleasant atmosphere and be
served by a friendly waitress.
And you can go to Jerry's just as casual as you like.
-•

RESTAURANTS

Wheairs_siimmer and
you've got a family
depending on you.: ,
You'll be gladyqu've_sotler_ry's
South 12th Street
A

•
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We Reserve the Right to limit Quantities
We Accept U. S. Government Food Stamps
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Parkay

Pure Cane

Margarine

Sugar

Campfire

Marshallows

FOR BRUISED FOOD BUDGETS

Prices Good Thursday, August 14
thru Wednesday, August 20

Every
Item
Guaranteed
to Please

1 lb. Cello Bag
Yellow Quarters
1/b.
Your Choice
16 Oz.,8bottle Ctn.

5 Lb.
Bag

With bottles or
deposit

With $10.00 Order or More
Limit 1 at this price please
Planters

Bush Early June

Peanut
Butter,

Kelly's

Vienna
Sausage

Bush
Bean Pot

Sweet Peas
Bers

Apple Sauce

reward of a

16 oz.

Beans

Cans

16 oz. Can

Star Kist

S oz

les

for $100

in advance.
lenton. Heron. Ky and
$12 50 per
$27 50 per

lucky Press
Vewspoper

fy

AMERICAN

Bama Grape

Jam or
Jelly

Kraft
American

Cheese
Slices

Swift's

Ice Milk

Super
Value

Bread

Dixie Fresh
Grade 4'1111 11,tterge

Large 20 oz. Loaf
for $100

12 oz. Pkg.

'izzo=rx
PRODUCE

Heinz 57

Steak Sauce
5oz 494

Garden Fresh Produce almost all our produce
omes direct from garden to you, it must be
resh
Fancy Dole Yellow Ripe

Bananas
Armours No. 1

Bologna
In The Piece 79!

Fresh Home Grown

Cabbage
Freestone

Pure Fresh Lean

Ground Beef
Breast
Legs

Peaches
Barlet
Pears

Ever Fresh Glazed

Donuts

1 doz. pkg.

Banquet Fried

Chicken
Ora-Ida

Tater Tots

2 lb. Bag

Icelantic Boneless

Neck & Backs

Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

Hot Dogs

Catfish Fillets

1 lb. $1 39

_
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
. Owners
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Thirty Swimmers Honored
At Awards Dinner At Club

John Walker Shatters Record
For Mile Run With 3:49.4 Time

(s11 1:1{11 11

It 1- !MI0

SPORTS

In awarding the trophies,
Thirty members of the
Nicholson
June
Murray Swim Team, composed Coach
of swimmers from the Oaks and designated the top six swimflight miler in the field, fin- metrif mile of :32.2.w4n that And three times this year.
GOTEBORG,Sweden (API the Murray Country Clubs, mers who had earned the most
nobody's
ished nearly six seconds ahead race, in which — as usual — he Walker finished second to Bayi.
in
runs
swim
Walker
John
were honored recently at the.- prints at the season's
He says he now has two
of Ken Hall of Australia, who led all the way. Walker started
annual Awards Dinner held in meets: first, Robyn Ray; shadow anymore.
goals: to beat Bayi, and to.
to
late
too
kick
finishing
Graerne
3:56.2.
in
his
clocked
was
chasing
of
years
two
third,
Walston;
After
the Clubhouse at the Murray second, Kathy
came in second break the record for 1,500 meCharlotte Shroat; fourth, Tyler Filbert Bayi, Walker put it all Crouch of Australia placed catch Bayi and
Country Club.
ters. He has no doubts about ei3:32.5.
EkGunnar
in
and
3:56.4
in
described
third
he
what
in
and
together
Peebles;
Mark
Seale; fifth,
ther.
estabhas
Walker
then
in
Since
fourth
was
Sweden
shatof
man
and
as "a perfect race"
sixth, Kim McC,oart.
"If he faces me, I am quite
outOther swimmers receiving tered one of sport's most rever- 4:01.5. The temperature was 77 lished himself as an
I can beat him — as
confident
rundistance
middle
standing
began,
race
the
when
in
degrees
mile
the
running
trophies were Leslie Franklin, ed records,
his
record," Walker
as
well
the
to
came
it
when
but
ner,
Erin Burke, Matt Burke, Paul 3 minutes, 49.4 seconds at the at 7:50 p.m. local time.
said. "I have a good chance,
the
always
was
there
runmile
Swedish
credited
Walker
international
Games
Kelly
Goteborg
Austin, Mark Austin,
Bayi. under present conditions, to do
Crawford, Craig Crawford, track and field meet Tuesday ner Goran Savemark with help- dominating presence of
in the better than 3:32.2. Now I know
1
No.
run.
ranked
was
record
Walker
the
up
set
to
ing
night.
Hussung,
Mark
Dunn,
Andy
I can stand a tough pace. Next__
"I feel extremely happy — I "He kept exactly the speed I world , in 1974 by Track and
Lisa Russell,riGena Brown,
tine I won't permit Bayi to chi-Missy Connors, Steve Baker, still can't believe I've broken wanted the first 800 meters," Field News, but that was be'
appear after the start."--mile.
record
his
ran
Bayi
fore
said.
Walker
23
a
Walker,
Mary Lindsey, Barry Bogard, the record," said
Walker was timed in 56.3 secTORONTO (AP) — Fiery Rusty Bogard, Leslie Hunter, year-old New Zealander who
Spaniard Manuel Orantes,fresh Alan Boyd, Julie Billington, burst onto the international onds for 440 yards and 1:55.5
Bowling Standings
from his title triumph ovei Catherine Simmons, Missy track scene just two years ago. for 880 as he bided his time bebgh Md.Game(SC)
Friday Morning_
Wimbledon Champion Arthur Mobley, Mark Roberts,. and
"I didn't believe I had a hind Savemark. He surged to
186
• J uclyafa le
Ladies Summer
186
Ashe Monday in the U.S. Clay David Lovett.
chance. I've been thinking it the front in the third lap, fol,letnette Williams
Bowling League
Rickey Bury of Murray rides his motorcycle in the race for the
173
and
Jane Parks
W
Train
Tea
Court Championships, has adMrs. Allen Russell, Murray over and over the last few days lowed by Hall and Crouch,
HCI
(
Game
Ind.
High
Dirt Riders Association. He placed second in the 175 class
30
Mayfield
Smith's Poultry
On
steadily.
lead
his
it
increased
beat
of
round
to
vanced to the second
228
Chairman, welcomed those — how to run, how
Judy Hale
19
D &[) Body Shop
a chain in the third moto.
after
losing
223
out.
all
Terry Underhill
20
28
Corvette Lanes
the Canadian Open Tennis present and introduced Bill (the record). Now I feel I the fourth lap he let it
ni
Belinda Higgins
21
27
Crawford's Shell Station
Walker
follow
to
tried
"I
permore
a
run
inChampionships.
couldn't have
ni
Boyd who delivered the
Lou Ann Darnell
24
24
Jones Iron & Metal
High Ind. Series(SC)
when he surged into the lead Sturley's GardenAnter
zo 28
Orantes again found himself vocation. Following the dinner, fect race."
510
Williams
Jeanette
28
20
R,.Øir
Auto
Don's
on his favorite playing surface Mrs. Edward Shroat, Oaks
477
Running under ideal condi- but I couldn't," said Hall. Palace
Lou Ann Darnell
34
14
461
Judy Hale
Tuesday night, utilizing the soft Chairman, presented Coach tions, Walker took the lead on "He's the best middle distance r..,. ..>-• High Team Game(SC)
High Ind.Series(HC)
$67
ee Cade
Canadian clay to blitz Marcelo Nicholson and her assistant, the third lap and sped away runner in the world."
627
Darnell
560 Lou Ann
rvette Lanes
616
ins
Walker's time at the end
549 Belinda
I . & D. Body Shop
C
-. )
'
Lara of Mexico 6-2, 6-4.
Rick McGee, who awarded the from the field to become the
606
Jeanette Williams
Game
High
(HC)
Team
as
In other first-round matches, trophies. Leslie Franklin first man in history to break 1,200 meters (1,312 yards
Averages
High
784
Palace-Cafe
in
lap
157
the
Smith
ran
he
Mary
1.6
776
and
2:53.5
of
shaved
He
Nastase
lie
Shop
mile.
in
Body
D
&
D.
fourth-seeded
3:56 for the
represented the swimmers
155
774 Jeanette Williams
Corvette Lanes
Romania defeated Patrice presenting gifts to the coaches. seconds off the world record of less than 56 seconds"
141
McCallon
Ethelene
Winners in the various classes blew on Steve Birdsong's bike
High Team Series(Sc)
141
at achieved notice Palace Cafe
Walke
1564 Judy Hale
Dominguez of France 6-1, 6-4,
3:51.0, set by Bayi in Kingston,
the motorcycle races held and eliminated him from the
of
139
- 1559 Jane Parks
...
shed second to Corvette Lanes
and John Alexander of
Jamaica May 17. The record when.a
136
Hams
Mary
10 by the Mayfield Dirt class. Rickey Bucy lost a chain
August
1546
'
Crawford's Shell Station
136
Joan Herndon
Australia defeated Belas
High Team Series(liC)
came before a crowd'estimated 'Bayi-in the 1,500 meters at the
Association have been after winning the first two
Riders
136
Bland
Jean
2235
4 Commonwealth Games in Palace Cafe
Prajoux of Chile, 6-3, 6-4.
motos and wound up in second
132
at 9,000 at Slottskogsvallen StaTodd
Nancy
2291
released.
'
Lanes
Corvette
132
Christchurch, New Zealand. crawford's Shell Station
2197 Linda Bray
dium.
Classes and winners were as place overall in that class.
Top-seeded Margaret Court of
Bayi set a world record for the
Walker, the only
follows:
Australia whipped Jane O'Hara
MIDDLETOWN, Ky.(AP) —
•
The next race will be held
women's
in
6-2,
6-0,
Mini—Timmy Wiggins, 30
of Toronto,
Ray Montgomery of Louisville,
August 24.
Sunday,
points, Tony Elder 21 points,
singles action Tuesclay night, the captain of the Miartii of
r
a
.1,3irdsong.
_114
..and
Chris
.eccied
Ct
_while......third,s
1_16___
Ciakci. taii.ircrsity_ golf_ team.and ._
'"TWIL.•••••••••••110.
=triiule ce die' Viiited - Stab* grid-Fabej of Madisonville, the 100 cc.—John Lewis, 30
topped Susan Mehembedbasich 1974 Kentucky amateur champ
points, and Royce Allen,'21
of the United States 3-6, 7-6, 6-1. have both won berths in they
points.
Meanwhile, top-seeded Stan U.S. Amateur Golf Champion125 cc—Tom Blaab, 30 points,
Sea Pines, S.C. beat ships Aug. 26-31 at Richmond
Smith
enberry, 0-2. Carlton Fisk had the season. Fritz Peterson won William Borders, 21 points,
SMITH
HOWARD
By
Jack Gorsch of St. Louis 6-1, 6-3 Virginia.
The annual Junior Chaintwo singles and a double and his third straight game to even Kenny
Robertson, Steve
AP Sports Writer
in the opening round of the $50,Montgomery and Fabel had pionship Tennis Tournament
drove in three runs for the Red his record at 7-7 and Wilbur Tucker, and Bobby Lewis.
so
down
Tigers,
Detroit
The
000 Buckeye Tennis Champion- total even-par scores of 144 will be held at the Murray
Wood, 12-15, took the loss. Bill
Jerlene Sullivan of Murray,is
long they can't remember up, Sox.
175 cc—Tim Birdsong, 24
ships in Columbus, Ohio, and Tuesday to tie for medalist hon- Country Club on August 18, 19
doubled home two runs points, Rickey Bucy, 21 points, eligible to win a free trip to
2
Stein
A's
7,
Yanks
heart.
lost
not
have
San
of
second-seeded Bob Lutz
ors in U.S. Amateur Golf Asso- and 20 according to tournament
Doc Medich, 11-12, limited for the White Sox.
Scotland and $1,000 as a result
"They're playing hard," said
and Wilde Coleman, 15 points.
Clemente, Calif., ousted Fred ciation's qualifying competition director, Ron Beshear.
Brewers 7, Twins 4
Oakland to six hits and Chris
of scoring a hole-in-one at the
LucFrank
Manager
Texas
250 Cc—Kenny Harrison, 30
McNair of Chevy Chase, Md., 7- at the 6,880-yard Middletown
Milwaukee scored four times
Beshear said that presently, chesi. "They're playing like Chambliss collected a single,
Murray Country Club. Mrs.
6, 6-3.
Midland Trail Golf Club. Both 20 juniors have entered the
triple and drove in in the first inning to chase Jim points, Jeff Miller, 24 points, Sullivan's ace qualified her for
and
double
stretch
the
down
going
No. 3 seed Karl Meiler of players played par golf in two . tournament and
Bill and Philip Elder.
persons they're
the 15th annual Rusty Nail Holefor a pennant. They're not go- two runs for New York. Walt Hughes, 10-10, and help
Open—Kenny Harrison; 30
Germany also advanced, de- rounds of the par-72 course.
desiring to enter should contact ing through the motions. Williams hit a solo homer for Travers, 5-7, win for the first
In-One Sweepstakes, a national
feating Mark Farrell of Great
Their closest competitors him at 753-4140.
the Yanks. Ken Holtzman, 14- time in six weeks. Robin Yount points, Herbie Bocher, 24 competition sponsored by the
hustling."
They're
and
points,
Roger
Runyan.
-Britain 6-4, 6-3.
be
will
were Jimmy Riddle of Madiand Bill Sharp contributed douCompetitors
took the loss.
Drambuie Company of EdinThe Tigers lost their 17th
All winners—Jeff Miller,
sonville, a top junior golfer in categorized into boys singles, straight game Tuesday night,
bles and Hank Aaron and Jim
Indians 6, White Sox 3
burgh, Scotland.
Kenny
and
Harrison,
William
co. of senior
Tournament Set
his first year „.
,boys doubles and bowing-Air-the Rangers 44.
George Hendrick drove in Hegan had run-scoring singles
.
The winner will be announced
Borders.
—
bliss. Beshear also Texas scored four times in tbeti three runs for Cleveland, two of in the Brewer first. Eric SoderglikliKFORT, Ky. (AP) — SlatiOn and Bui Roppivian
early next year.
In
175
the
the
cc.
class,
engine
adult
of
Minnesota.
run
for
homered
holm
the
home
'Vila17th
that
A1e3
his
with
first inning and the Tigers them
The—Eraradort Closed Tennis ilexillgtaa. at 148-and'rarMw-t reported
tournament
noff, Curt Stock
championship
spent the rest of the night tryTournament is to be held FriKemp, the 1973 winner of the would be held at the local club ing to catch up.
day through Sunday, August
/Crump Cup, all of Louisville, on the weekend of September 5Elsewhere in the American
15-17.
were tied at 150.
7. Anyone wishing to participate League, Kansas City beat BaltiThe tournament closes out
Jim Chandler of Elizabeth- in that tournament should also more 4-2 in 10 innings, Boston
the area's summer tennis protown shot a 151.
contact Beshear.
whipped California 8-2, New
gram.
York downed Oakland 7-2,
_Cleveland trimmed Chicago 6-3
and Milwaukee beat Minnesota
Phone 753-2571
Chestnut Street
-,Acity41,ARt STOWS
7-4.
The Tigers' latest loss brings
them within three games of tying the American League
record for futility and within
By ALEX SACHARE
cleared waivers. There were no er at either center or guard, seven of the major league
AP Sports Writer
takers — except for the acous- and reserve defensive tackle mark. They did get on the
Jerry Patton had quit the team, scoreboard Tuesday night, howRalph Baker has been to the tical contractor.
Most of the other players and the Chicago Bears an- ever, snapping a 31-inning
top of the pro football world.
He has been a member of the dropped this week, as the 26 nounced that cornerback Joe drought in the third inning
New York Jets for more than National Football League Taylor was "physically unable when Aurelio Rodriguez tripled
and came in on Tom Veryzer's
one-third of his life. An 11-year teams trimmed their rosters to to perform."
leaped on the
At
veteran, Baker has known the 60, were not as fortunate. AlThe Miami Dolphins, mean- single. Rodriguez
glory of Super Bowl triumph.
though there were a few veter- while, made a move in the oth- plate as the crowd cheered
a
Wholesale
Today Baker is preparing to ans among those placed on er direction. Looking for some wildly.
F
Prices
all_
Ron LeFlore and Dan Meyer
go to work in sales for an waivers, the vast majority depth at wide receiver, the Dolsacrifice
with
runs
in
drove
agents
free
and
were rookies
acoustical contractor.
phins signed eight-year veteran
Cut by the Jets this week to who will !lever get that taste of Al Dodd, cut recently by At- flies in the seventh for the othVern Ruble, 9make way for younger, strong- Sunday glory.
lanta. Dodd's best year was er Detroit runs.
er bodies, the 32-year-old Baker
A number of trades were 1969, when he caught 33 passes 9, survived Texas four-run first
Quaker State
inning to finish with afive-hitfaced up to reality last night made as coaches jockeyed foil for 600 yards for New.Orlearis.
Super Blend
two-rain
Harrah's
Toby
ter.
not
and announced his retirement position, dealing a player
double was the big blow for the
likely to make the team for one
from football.
Rangers in the rally.
"This is certainly a sad day, who might, or for that well
Stan Perzanowski worked six
but, you know it has to come to known "future draft choice."
MOTOR OIL
INTERIOR LATEX—easy to ap- LATEX HOUSE PAINT resists
for Texas to record his
innings
for
"I
Steelers,
said.
Baker
Pittsburgh
The
everybody,"
w
10-20-30
ply; 1 coat usually covers. Dries blistering, fading. Dries quickly
league
victory_
major
first
knew I didn't figure in their example, were well stocked in
in just 30 minutes. Washable. to a low sheen. White. 4 colors
Royals 4, Orioles 2
plans. But I felt I was insur- running backs, so they dealt
at this price. 0413
Pastels or white. 0418
Amos Otis singled, his fourth
ance — in case some of the Steve Davis to the New York
hit of the night, stole second
young linebackers fouled up."
Jets for a draft choice. The
By The Associated Press
and scored on George Brett's
Placed on waivers Monday, New York Giants, with a bevy
Limit 6 Qts.
HOCKEY
two-out double in the 10th for
Baker had hoped against hope of linebackers, shipped Henry
ST. PAUL, Minn. -- Dave
Kansas City. Harmon Killebrew
that some other team might be Reed to Denver for defensive
singled in an insurance run as
interested in a linebacker with tackle Greg Marx. The Wash- Keon, who has played the past
the Royals closed to within 5'q
ington Redskins sent tight end 15 years for the Toronto Maple
his experience.
games of first-place Oakland in
beMike Hancock to Buffalo for a Leafs of the National Hockey
They put me on waiver,s
League, signed a multiyear
the American League West.
fore training camp starte and draft choice.
Dbug Bird, 8-4, got the victory
Among veterans to be placed contract with the Minnesota
a few teams were interested,"
with 41-3 innings of scoreless
he said. "So the club tried to on waivers were wide receiver Fighting Saints of the World
Association.
Hockey
relief.
me
Orleans;
told
New
they
by
but
Barnes,
Al
trade,
a
make
TRACK & FIELD
Red Sox 8, Angels 2
cornerback Alvin Wyatt, by
they couldn't.
GOTEBORG,Sweden — John
Rick Wise, 16-6, won his ninth
"I think the only club that Washington; punter Tom
Reg. $14.98
straight game as Boston upped
would be interested in me now McNeill, by Atlanta, and offen- Walker of New Zealand set a
run
the
mile
for
world
record
its lead in the American
would be one in a desperate sit- sive tackle Randy Jackson and
4-Quart
League East to seven games.
uation for linebackers. I can defensive tackle Don Hultz, by with a time of 3 minutes, 49.4
Pressure
old
the
bettering
seconds,
Wise, who hasn't lost since
only hope — but I don't like my Chicago.
5-Quart
Cooker
Filbert
Tanzania's
of
record
22,
June
a
seven-hitter
tossed
Guy
in
said
Lions
Detroit
The
chances."
CROCK POT
by
seconds.
1.6
Bayi
rookie
besting
Cooks meat fast, preserves
Chuck HockAt 4 p.m. Tuesday, Baker Dennis, expected to be a startSlow cooks foods in stoneGOLF . .
flavor, color of vegetables
ware Safe to leave unat
NEWTON, Mass. — DefendPressure control M0,04
Bird On Commission,.
-fende, all da 3300A- —
ing champion Cindy Hill scored
my•mnr
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
dr v ".4
a 4 and 2 victory over threeRodger Bird, a former UniverThis coupon is worth kW erten seed to purchase your 114.THE-HOMF
time U.S. champion Anne Quest
sity of Kentucky football player
package of hying-rotor portraits and discounts the regular $19 95 price to
Sander in the opening raund of
ords $9 9$ r plus tax
who later played for the Oakmatch play in the 75th U.S. land Raiders, has been
7 COLOR PORTRAITS
sworn
Women's Amateur Golf ChamMADE IN YOUR HOME OR OUTDOORS
in as a member of the KenV
pionship.
y our raped pro03.9ronal photograph.,•
tucky Harness Racing Comrnisa
2 F1/1.1, 5 *7'
TENNIS .
sion.
WA1,I,FTs
BIG X 10 ANDS
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Karl
Bird, a native of Henderson
1
()mow from 4 or more poses Strictly professional film with portraits in
•
Meiler of Germany, the No. 3
hash No extra rfiarite for groups th reasonable nwobers
• btautdul
•
416
who now runs an insurance
We
arras
narby
and
Murraf
in
Good
llepeintrnent
bit
piano
Moment
W
round,
opening
an
seed,
scored
11 a •
anKentucky
Count',
business there, suceeds Marie
100 Pack
are hewed professionals. a Murray. Calloway
411*
6-4, 6-3, victory over Mark FarCurry, who resigned.
MUUFTMCITOGRANY.
Special
rell of Great Britain in the $50,re•••••744.fr/44 7W!7
_ The.five-Member mawnissicar
Tennis
ChampionBuckeye
000
regulates harness racing in the
IA:ArVALUA11.1i!OUP02441$ 0
C
ships.
cTmonwelath.

Orantes
Advances
In Tourney

Winners Announced In
Mayfield Cycle Races

000

Two Win Berths
On Amateur Team

_Juni ennis
Totirne-i-Ser
At Murray Club

17 Stra ht.
Tiggrs Have Lost
_
But They Have Not Lost Heart

Mrs. Sullivan
Eligible For
Trip And $1,000

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE

Baker Announces Retirement
After -11 Years Of Pro Ball
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Belloirs Clutch Blow Gives
Braves 3-2 Win Over Pirates

STANDINGS
National League
ed.
Eawf
st

ch
riftt
ptiiisolur
tfin

67 50
64 S3
St. Louis
61 55
New York
60 56
SS 65
Montreai
48 66
West
Cincinnati
78 39
Los Angeles 63 55
S.Franc isco
58 59

GS
.573
.547 3
.S26 5/
1
2
.517 6/
1
2
1
2
.458 13/
.421 17/
1
2

.667
1
2
.534 (5/
496 20
25
S
Aatn
lantp
aie9°
53
2"
66 .44
453
1 26/
1
2
Houston
45 76 .372 35
Tuesday's Results
Atianta 3, Pittsburgh 2
Los iAngeles
10g
n s
7, Philadelphia 6,
Cincinnati
s 12, Chicago 8
San Francisco 5, Montreal 2,
New York 9, San Diego 4
St. Louis 5, Houston 4
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh (Ellis 7-7) at Atlanta (Dal Canton 0-5), (n)
Los Angeles (Hooton 8-9) at
Philadelphia (Carlton 11-8), (n)
San
Francisco ( Montef usco
10.6)
4,
(n)at4Aontreal (Worthen 5San Diego (Spillner 4-10) at
New York (Tate 4-10), (n)
St. Louis (Forsch 11.8) at
Houston (Niekro 4-4), (n)
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
St. Louis at Atlanta, (n)
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, (n)
San Francisco at Montreal,
(n)
Chicago at Houston, (n)
Only games scheduled

YAINI

:e for the
1/5 class

In
.es

cog's bike
from the
)st a chain
first two
in second

class.

The Leasure-Blackstone American Legion Post 239 baseball team from Worthington, Ohio, will meet the Murray American Legion
Baseball team in the third game of the Great Lakes National American Legion Regional Tournament on opening day, Wednesday, August
20. Games will be played at Johnny Reagan Field, Murray State University. In the first game at 1:30 p.m. Indiana versus Wisconsin and in
the second game at 5:30 p.m. Michigan versus Kentucky, followed by Ohio versus Murray, host team. Ohio team members are, left to
right, front row, Scott Day, Ken Henderson, Doug Morgan, Barry Crobb, second row, Alan North, Craig Boller, Brion Cook, Scott Borelli,
Tim Schuster, third row, Jim Von ArsdaU, coach, Larry Korn, Steve Hershey, Bob McCollins, Brent Hurley, Glen Thomas, fourth row, Ken
Jones, Dixon Buehler, Mark Shane, Rick Dozer, Art VanPaepeghemm, manager, and Jim Gooding, coach.
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Texas Physician Lists Seven
Ways To Kill Football Player
By C.G. McDANIEL
''When the football player or
AP Science Writer
recruit has died of heat stroke,
CHICAGO i AP) — One way
it is common to find evidence
to kill a football player, says a
of punitive drills, carelessness,
Texas hysician, is to schedule
ignorance, or a 'don't give a
practice sessions in the hottest
damn' attitude on the part of
part of the day from the start
the trainers," he said.
of the hot pre-season practice,
The physician lists these adseason.
ditional "old coaches' tales"
Another, he says, is to withand other factors that are "efhold water during practice sesfective methods to kill a footsions.
ball player":
The physician, Dr. James P.
—Encourage the players to
Knoche' of the Veterans Admintake large quantities of salt taistration Hospital in Dallas,
bles, even if water is not prolists seven ways to kill a footvided.
ball player in the Aug. 11 issue
—To help overweight linemen
of the Journal of the American
lose weight rapidly, give them
Medical Association.
diuretics, have them sweat it
Needless deaths occur at the
off in a sauna bath, or have
hands of football coaches and
them run an extra 20 laps or so
those responsible for training
around the track wearing a
military recruits he asserts,
pointing out that heat stroke plastic suit.
—Require players to wear
haS-kilIed at least 50 players in
full uniform throughout each
the past 10 years.
Heat stroke ranks second to practice session during hot, huspinal injuries as the cause of mid days.
—Don't stop wind sprints at
death among high school athletthe end of each practice session
es, he says.
Since heat stroke is "almost until a sizeable number of playalways preventable, acknowl- ers vomit, have muscle cramps
edgment of its occurrence is or collapse.
—Look the other way if some
embarrassing, and therefore
the reported incidence is quite players take amphetamines.
Except for the use of pep
likely much less than the actual
pills, such practices were widefigure," Knochel said.
Figures are not available, but spread 20 years ago, Knochel
many more cases occur among said.
"Although improvement has
military recruits, he said.

cuts were to be announced today by the St. Louis Cardinals,
trimming their National Football League preseason roster to
the required limit of.60 players.
Unannounced by the club
resulted from dedicated efforts
to correct these illusions, it is Tuesday at the cutdown deadevident that they persist since line were the names of two
deaths continue to occur," he players cut from the roster for
whom trade possibilities existadded.
ed.
Earlier Tuesday, the Cards
trimmed four players from the
Elevated To Coach
roster including second-year defensive back Scott Stringer and
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind.
( AP) — Mark Sothman has quarterback hopeful Bill Donckers.
been elevated from assistant
The others removed from the
coach to coach of the Purdue
roster were Charles Cantrell, a
University wrestling squad.
guard and Carl Swierc, a wide
Sothman, a graduate of
receiver.
Northern Iowa University, succeeds Don Corrigan, BoilRupp And Fabulous
ermaker coach for five years,
who plans to devote more time
Five To Be Featured
to teaching at the school.
Corrigan's 1974 Purdue squad
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) —
was ranked ninth nationally.
Former University of Kentucky
basketball coach Adolph Rupp
Team Expected Back
and UK's Fabulous Five, the
CINCINNATI ( AP) — The team that won the 1948 and 1949
University of Cincinnati basket- NCAA championships are to be
ball team is expected back here featured guests at the Multiple
Thursday after a month-long Sclerosis Dinner of Champions
playing tour of Australia.
Sept. 4 at the Bluegrass ConThe team was 17-0 against vention Center.
The dinner will also honor the
Australian opposition, and
closed out its campaign with a 197448 University of Louisville
80-59 victory over Melbourne and University of Kentucky
basketball teams, both finalists
Tuesday night.
Brian Williams, who led all in the NCAA tournament.
scorers during the tour, and
Steve Collier each had 16 points
Two Points Off Perfect
against Melbourne.

Herb's Maribeau Wins

Vie
Shoe
Southside WW1'

tree

753-8339

What do you call
1-strapping,
huarache styling
and wooden flex-wedging
all rolled into one?
You'd call it too good
to be true.
We call it

Cards Announce Cuts
ST. 1.n1_11_5. Ap
Two more

HENDERSON, Ky. ( AP) —
The first half of a two-horse entry, No. la Herb's Maribeau,
was the winner of the featured
sixth race Tuesday. at Vlis
Park while the other half, No. 1
Petticoat Hopes was third.
The winner, with a fast 1:13
1-5 time for six furlongs, paid
$7.20, $4.00 and $3.20.
No. 6 More Lewt, in second,
paid $6.60 and $5.00.
A daily double combination of
eight and seven — All Sun and
Will Rize — was worth $395.00

CAMP PERRY,Ohio (API
A Carlisle, ky. native, Major
Presley Kendall of the National
Guard was just two points off a
perfect 2,400 score at the start
of Tuesday's competition for
the 1975 Small Bore Championship at Camp Perry, Ohio.
Lones Wigger a U.S. Arm:'
major from Carter, Mont., fired
a perfect score in Monday's
matches, with U.S. Army Reserve Captain David Ross of
Houston, Tex. just one point behind.
David Weaver of Oil City, Pa
was tied with Kendall in third

American League
Eawst
Pct. GS
71 46 .607
Bitslttiommore
7
63 52 SAS
New York
60 56 .517 10/
1
2
Milwaukee
55 63 .466 16)
Cleveland
52 61 .460 17
Detroit
46 72
251
/
2
West
71 46 ''.
Oakland
607 —
Kansas
City 65 51 .560 5).2
Texas
57 61 .483 14/
1
2
56 60 .483 14'?
Chicago
Minnesota
53 66 445 19
California
52 67 437 20
Tuesday's Results
Kansas City 4, Baltimore 2,
10 innings
Texas 4, Detroit 3
Cleveland 6, Chicago 3
Milwaukee 7, Minnesota 4
..ilioston 8, California 2..
NewYork 7,- 081418M 2'
Wednesday's Games
Kansas City (Pattin 8.7) at
Baltimore (Palmer 17-7), (n)
. Texas (Jenkins 14-12) at De
troit (Coleman 8-14), (n)
Cleveland (Hood 4-8) at Chicago (Osteen 6-11), (n)
Milwaukee (Hausman 3-4) at
Minnesota (Goltz 9-10), (n)
Boston (Cleveland 91) at Cal
ifornia (Figueroa 98), (n)
New York (Gura 4-4) at Oak
land (Bannsen 7101, (n)
Thugsclay's Games
New York at Oakland
Cleveland at Chicago, In)
Boston at California, In)
Only games scheduled
08 13-75

04.20aed

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
AP Sports Writer
The Belloir family stayed
home Tuesday night ... all except young Rob Belloir.
He showed up at Atlanta Stadium to play shortstop for the
Braves — his fifth inalor
league game — and collected
his first extra-base hit and first
runs batted in with a tie-breaking two-out two-run double in
the seventh inning that enabled
the Braves to defeat the slumping Pittsburgh Pirates 3-2.
The native Atlantan's clutch
blow off Bruce Kison, his second hit of the game and third
of his big league career, followed an intentional walk to Ralph
Garr and gave the Braves a 3-1
lead.
The loss was the 10th in the
last 14 games for the Pirates
but they remained three games
ahead of Philadelphia in the
National League's East Division when the Los Angeles
Dodgers edged the Phillies 7-6
on Steve Yeager's three-run
homer in the 10th inning.
Elsewhere, the St. Louis Cardinals climbed to within 51
/
2
games of the top with a 5-4 victory over the Houston Astros,
the New York Mets are 61
/
2
games back after trouncing the
San Diego Padres 9-4, the Cincinnati Reds outslugged the
Chicago Cubs 12-8 and the San
Francisco Giants downed the
Montreal Expos
in 11 innings.
"It was the first game my
parents didn't come to," Belloir
stilzi._;.:1...astAghts-_ I lett.- 16
passes at the gate for relatives
and friends and tonight I left
none. It's too bad they couldn't
have been here tonight."
Dodgers 7, Phillies 6
Jimmy Wynn opened the 'Los
Angeles 10th with a single off
Gene Garber, who had allowed
only one hit and struck out six
since coming on in the sixth.
Steve Garvey sacrificed and,
after an intentional walk to Ron
Cey, Yeager, who singled a run
home in the Dodgers' three-run
first, walloped his seventh
home run of the season. Phila

The natural one puts
you on your heels
as nature intended.

SAYE$3.07
Negative Sole for
natural support
Genuine Split Leather
or Smooth Leather Styles
Tan. Men's. Big' Boys' Sites

s Ge
'
cl
,n4k

$10.117
Rig.
13
9°

* Women's, Teens' Sixes .

$744

*Use Tour MASTER CHARGE Card
Bel-Air Shopping Center
10-8 Friday
Murray
14 Sun

10-7 Mon -Tours
54sat.

Get to know us; you'll like us.

d° SPECTACULAR
P°14(lelle11
°
/0OFF
dials25
Save -s65to '100persetoffour
doubksteelbelted radialtires

s;••

40,000 MILE TIRES BUILT FOR NEW 1975 CARS
THE TIRE THAT KEEPS ITS FEET EVEN
IN THE RAIN

•
WHITEWALL
SIZE

ETTS MODELS OF

Vega, Pinto. Gremlin. Colt,
AR78-13 Falcon
$4850
Toyota I others
Vega: Colt. Pinto, Falcon,
EIR78-13 Nesting
a others

ZITS WHIRS Or

HR78-14

Matador Wagon, Soortwagon,
Vista Cruiser. LeMans
Wagon Charger Wagon &
others •

$$8.90

JR78-14

Chevrolet Wagon Olds 98,
Pontiac Wagon, Chrysler
Turin and Country Wagon

$70.12

GR78-14

Mercury, Chevrolet;D.Pl.th,

$82.13

GR78-15

Chevrolet, POW., Wane,
Monterey, Fury, Catalina
others

$63.75

HR78-15

Buick, Chrysler, Dodge,
Ford. Olds. Pontiac

$68.47

1R711-15

Ford, Mercury, 0149S,
Plymouth Wagon, Chrysiet

$71 06

LR78-15

Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet
Wagon, PlymouTh, Pontiac &
Lincoln Continental

$73.90

$52.08

BR711-14

Gremlin. Hornet. Rambler,
Comet. Falcon I others

$52.08

CR18-14

Dart. Chevy II, Gremlin,
Rambler, Falcori, Comet

$52.95

DR78-14

Gremlin, Hornet, Javelin,
Valiant, Duster. Barracuda.
Maverick others

$54.18

ER7B-14

Matador, Ambassador, Nova
Chevellt, Camaro. Dart.
Mustang, Cougar A others

$55.12

Torino. Ambassador, Crisham

FR78-14

EgIllale"nieCrhellosentIiiinner,
Charger I others

$55.55

Sale Ends Sat.,
Aug. 21-d.

St1
'RI(

WHITEWALL
SIZE

Plus $2.82 to $3.45 F.E.T. per tire and old tire.

SPECIAL SAVINGS
ON MANY MORE
GOODYEAR
PRODUCTS 100!

TIRE OFFER ENDS BAT. NIGHT

7Easy Ways to Bu.1

GOODIVEAR

Lube and Oil Change

conne

delphia's Jay Johnstone hit a son's double and a single by
two-run homer off Mike Mar- Derrel Thomas. Murcer wel
shall in the bottom of the 10th.
tagged out when he overran
Cardinals 5, Astres 4
second base but Gary Matthews
Ted Simmons hit a two-run walked and scored on a double
homer, Lou Brock delivered a by Willie Montanez. The Giants
two-run single and rookie John tied the score with two out in
Denny singled home what the ninth on a single by Thom
turned out to be the winning as, a walk to Murcer and a
run while notching his seventh single by Matthews.
pitching triumph.
Dolphins Sign Dodd
Mets 9, Padres 4
Tom Seaver became the NL's
MIAMI (AP) — The Miami
second 16-game winner and Ed Dolphins have signed free
Kranepool ignited a four-run agent Al Dodd in a bid for
rally in the third inning with a more strength at the wide rerun-scoring double. Seaver lost ceiver position.
his shutout bid in the seventh
The 6-foot, 180-pound wide reon Randy Hundley's two-run ceiver gained 344 yards on 27
punt returns for Atlanta last
homer.
year and caught 33 passes for
Reds 12, Cubs 8
Tony Perez drove in four 600 yards while playing for
runs with three singles and a New Orleans in 1969. He was
double in a free-swinging 34-hit cut recently by the Atlanta Falcontest. The Reds outhit the cons.
Dodd joined pro football in
Cubs 18-16 although Chicago's
Bill Madlock also collected four 1967 as a fourth-round Chicago
hits and Jose Cardenal drove in draftee out of Northwestern
four runs with a double and Louisiana State.
His signing brought the Doltriple.
phins 'roster to 60, not counting.
Giants 5, Expos 2
Bobby Murcer ripped a tie- three College- All-Star players,
breaking two-run double in the who needn't be counted until
llth inning after Gary Thomas- Sept. 9.

$488

Uptoicits ofmrtMr
brand rrsulti•grade oil

In warm lathy) brown
• Complete chassis
larirati011.4k _WI ch ange
,
• Helps ensure longer
wearing parts & smooth. (
4
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointn ent
• Includes light trucks

• Casa • Oar Ow Customer Credit Plan
•Americas Express Messy Card • Carte Disgust
• Master Charge • 8askamericard
• Diners Club

Brakes

Front-End
Alignment
e Complete analysis and alignment correction— to increase tire
mileage and improve steering '
safety • Precision equipment,

used by expert paced azaleasionals, helps ensure a precision
alignment

_$1 88

2 DISC BRAKES: install
nvw front disc brake pads•
Repack and inspect front
wheel bearings • Inspect
hydiaulic system and rotors.

OR
.-4-DIRRM TYPE: Install new
brake linings all four wheels
• Repack front wheel bearings • inspect brake "bysystem, add fluid.

My U S made car
parts indra it needed
ExcludeS tront.wiseel drive cars

Reg. Store Hours: Mon. 8. Fri. 7:30 to 8:00 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. 7:30 to 5:30
IT Tr....1111AB,+New YoritsMats..catcher_Jeuy Grote
closes his eyes as he makes catch in Cincinnati, Ohio.

54301112tii at:Glendale

Phone Y534595

"""

301111SONV
SUPER MARKET

Store Hours:
8 a. m. to 9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
12 to 6:30 Sunday

512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
Prices Good
thru
Aug. 19, 1975

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

We Accept
Food Stamps

VV1
Pure
Dixie
Fresh Medium
Grade A

Ground
Beef

7_9.
FRYERS: RICNITElt
Eggs

doz./19C

lb.

NIPP4

kk"\
1
4

9

49

Von Comp

-1 Wash'Pie

554 CHERRIES moz. 394 TUNA

6/
1
2oz.

Red or White

Swift Proten Round
Showboat Pork &

BEANS

•.a.71 • •

1
2oz.
14/

5/$1°° Ivory

King 894

inchweiger

lb

89

Dixie Bell
Hi-C

DRINK

46 oz.

494 CRACKERS

1 lb

Frosty Morn

SAUSAGE.-...

10 lb. $1 19

PEACHES
454
BANANAS

lb

lb

3 lb. pkg. $2
97

PASTE

unsliced lb.

C 4
J9

,

2/49' CHEESE

12 oz. 894

Niblet Whole Kernel

CORN

12 oz 3/$1

TEA BAGS

*Frozen Foods*
Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut French

Lipton

48 ct 794

FRIES.--.

11,-11-• •—•

.1.4 oz. Bog

Jiffy's Cubed Beef

Del Monte
16 oz.

PEACHES

I

394

Skippy Peanut

Bounty

TOWELS

E

Jumbo

494 BUTTER

PATTIES
S10

3m

Bread

1 lb. Pkg.

894

18 oz. 794

lb!28?

Frosty Acres
Orange
12 oz.
SUGli

OOOOOOOOOO•••••••

16 Oz. 8 Bot.Ctn.

Golden Bake
,
200z.

25('
18'

Kraft Single Sliced
Hunt Tomato

Metzger

BOLOG
. . . . . . ., . .r.„, ,.RA
.it ..

POTATOES
Fresh

Fields

1111

*Produce*

394

Parkay

Nescafe Instant

MARGARINE...,1 45 COFFEE
lb

ãxweW House

COFFEE

1 lb. Bag $1 1

Kraft—'
MAlfONAISE

10 oz.

$1189

32 oz $1 19

Pepsi or
7-Up

Plus Deposit
or Bottles

;
en
do
do
Bar
down
down
Sun
Moc
Wedni

119

194

19
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Officers To Testify
In Joan Little Trial
RALEIGH, N.C. AP) —
Three law enforcement officers
are among the witnesses lined
up to testify for the prosecution
in the rebuttal portion of Joan
Little's trial for murder.
• Attorneys for Miss Little, arguing that the 21-year-old black
woman stabbed her white jailer
in self defense after he forced
her to perform oral sex on him,
rested their case late Tuesday
after four days of •estimony.
The state contends Miss
'Little stabbed jailer Clarence
Alligood 11 times with an ice
pick last Aug. 27 so she could
escape from the Beaufort County jail at Washington, N.C. She
was being held there pending
an appeal of a breaking and entering conviction.
It appears
that the
case may go to the jury Friday
or Saturday. ,,.
-Immediately after resting his
case, defense attorney Jerry
Paul moved for dismissal Of all
charges against Miss Little.
Judge Hamilton IL bgood denied the defense rnw ions.
"The court rules hat there is
a conflict in the evidence that
must be resolved by the jury,"
Hobgood said.
A brief commotion erupted in
lie courtroom after Hobgood
denied the motion when a bailiff said he heard one of the
spectators say "son of a bitch."
Under orders from the judge,
he bailiff removed two members of the North Carolina
Black Panther party.
Both men denied saying it,
rind the bairiff—admitted he -did
not know 'who said it. No
charges were filed.
The list of rebuttal witnesses"
for the prosecution includes
three law enforcement officers,
a Washington, N.C., bondsman
and a Washington telephone operator.
Two of the law enforcement

Kidnapers Demanding Highest Ransom In History For Heir

officers, Beaufort County Deputy Willis Peachey and State Bureau of Investigation agent William Slaughter, testified for the
state earlier in the trial. The
earlier testimony of the telephone operator was not allowed
in the presence of the jury.
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quoted sources close to the case
as reporting that the letter said
young Bronfman, missing since
Saturday, was buried somewhere in Westchester County.
His parents live in Westchester
County, 35 miles north of New
York City.
In another bizarre kidnaping,
Barbara Jane Mackie was buried alive for'days in a wooden
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Uncle
Jeff's

WM Sporting Goods Dept.
Hunting Season is Here! We have the largest selection
of Guns & Ammo in this area. All At Discount Prices

3b11.1.......t
.

Subject Book

Elmer's
Glue-All

/
2"x8"
90 Sheets 101
Regular RuleNo.5028
College Rule No. 5298

Dries Clear,Fast,Strong
8 oz. Bottle
Reg. 98t

59'

.e 494

AM,

Sale Your Choice

Ca

wed
ml•NottollOMP

%IF

Desitin
Skin Care

Toni
Home Permament

Medicated
Hand Lotion

Choice of Gentle - Regular -Super

10oz. Bottle

76' 4104.
-

Sale

Scotch

eauI _

Sate

Sale

for

Heavy
Field Loads
Box
$299

'SMA
ID
f
*mmom

ma sifts

if

Sale

"Prewashed"
Wranglers
Sizes 28-34

Asst. Colors

Sizes 7-14
Pkg. of 7 Pr.,

$29
2 per pkg.

Sports
Bags
$799

Jeans
By Wrangler
Boys 8-14
Shm& Reg

Students 26 to 30
Super-Bells"
Sea9

Ladies Polyester
Double'Knit

27" x 45"

Throw
Rugs

Pants
Fancy Jacquard Weaves
bright solid colors
Sizes 8-18

Squirrel t289
9
Calls '

Asst. Colors
Reg. 5,99

Freezer
Bags
pint_Qts.
/
1
2gal Bag to Hold
6 to 10 lbs.

39'.69'

OUTSIDE WHITE

1

won't believe it!

Limit 10 Boxes
While Supply Lasts

,

684

69' 76'

"Great Reductions in
the remaining stock of
Girls summer clothing.
Come on in and see, you

1640Guage, No.6 Shot

LATEX ,
HOUSE PAIN'

Sale

For School 'Days cYlhead.

Panties

QUICK-WAY

Close-Up
Toothpaste

:
For Sin us Headache .
Bottle of 24
Reg.$1.39

Box of 50
Reg.$1.19

2 49'

i•
Shotgun Shells

clo.se.gr!

Sine-Aid
Tablets

"Sani-Strip"
isposable Bottles

Tape
/
1
2"x 450" - No. 104 Sale Your Choice
3/4"x 300" - No. 105

Miss Russell
Accepts Post
In Paducah

Samuel Bronfman, oldest of
the whisky magnate's five children, had dined .with his father
Friday night in the huge Tudor.
style mansion. He left about
11-A0 p.m., saying he was going
to a party.

High Po ency Vitamin formula wit!
minerals

$129

•Playtex

Magic Transparent

•

Field Loads
$241

whether the senior Bronfinaft
was home or what he was
doing.

("mice of Regular or Mint Flavor
Family Size 6.4 oz.

Sale Ends
Sun., Aug. 17

Green Sticker

Edgar M. Bronfman, 46, head
of the billion-dollar Seagram
Co. Ltd., of Montreal, flew by
helicopter from his baronial estate in this Westchester County
communitY Monday to New
York City, apparently to fulfill
some of the kidnapers' demands. He returned about 7
a.m. Tuesday. A family spokesman early today refused to say

111%1WINI
0
1 1111
-11
1
11
W-11
,
.
11 11111111.11111011111211-1111111111111
11 r
Ill.11111111111111111111
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•
•

coffin in 1968 in Georgia. She
was released unhurt.
The Bronfman family spokesman confirmed that a "substantial" sum of money had
been collected and that the
family was awaiting the next
move by the kidnapers. He said
the family was negotiating with
the kidnapers independently of
the FBI and local police.

MEM

•
•
•
•

Gale Hartzfeldt, freshman
majoring in communications at
Murray State University, was
named as Henry County Fairest
at the Henry County Fair,
Paris, Term., on Monday. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
H. Hartzfeldt of Raute Two,
Paris, Tenn.
First maid named was Jeris
Gail Harrell, 18 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Harrell, Route Six, Paris,
Tenn., and second maid was
Norma Jean Burton, 17 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
J. Burton of Paris, Term.

LAKE DATA
entucky lake, 7 4.m. 356.6,
dosói 0.1. Belot,' dh.m
0.2.
do
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.5,
down 0.1. Below dam 303.3,
down 0.3.
-.
Sunset 3:52,Sunrise6:11.
Moon sets 11:58 p.m:, rises
i3 Wednesday 2:28 p,m.- .

ransom demanded or other details of a letter received in the,
mail Monday. But they said
Tuesday they had complied
with its instruction.
Sources close to the investigation were quoted as saying
the ransom figure was $4.5 million, believed to be the highest
in U.S. history.
The New York Daily News

I •
•
•

Gale Hartzfeldt
Named 'Fairest'

PADUCAH, Ky. — Vicki
Russell, a graduate of Murray
State University, has been
named communications
coordinator for Paducah Public
Schools, according to Dr. David
_
Whitehead, superintendent.
She also will teach two classes
of English at Brazelton Junior
High School in addition to
working at the central office of
the Board of Education.
Miss Russell received her
bachelor of science degree in
English and journalism from
MSU and a master's in journalism in 1972, while serving as
a graduate assistant to Dr. L. J.
Hortin, department chairman.
While at Murray, she was a
member of the Judicial Board,
Alpha Phi Gamma honorary
fraternity and Alpha Omicron
P•rsorority. She was feature and
women's editor of the Murray
State News and co-editor and
sports editor of the university
yearbook. Miss Russell was a
cheerleader at Murray State
and a member of the Amen's
tennis team.
She recently resigned as
press secretary to U. S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard to assume the
position with Paducah Public
Schools. Prior to that, she had
been a reporter at the Paducah
Sun-Democrat for more than
two years.
She is a native of Mayfield

YORKTOWN HEIGHTS, N.Y.
CAP) — Kidnapers of whisky
heir Samuel Bronfman 2nd reportedly are demanding a $4.5
million ransom and have warned his family that he is buried
with a 10-day supply of air and
water.
Spokesmen for the 21-year-old
Bronfman's family have refused to discuss the amount of

$ 99 •

Shop Early &
Save on all
Your Fireplace
Equipment

Food
Mill
Ricer
$
617

Furnace
Filters 77tPrice

v- Dog Irons
v'Grates
v.Fire Screens
v•Stove Pipes
v.. Wood Holders
Some items below last yrs. price

Quickway
Latex
House

•
•

.0
ari'm

Paint
$237
45 pc. Set

Individual dishes to
match Ironstone Sets

Ironstone
dishwasher & Oven
- -Safe

16 pc. Starter Set

$547

32 w-$1197

Cups - 31'
Saucers - 27'
Plates - 57'
Salad Bowl - 37'
Veg. Bowl - 7T

Scented

Sewer Pipe &
Drainage Tile

Oil

4" x 10'
Solid or Perforated

Ikmon-Peppermint
Spice-Rose
Bayberry

$457
3"x 10'Solid

$117

lii

$337
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1 legal Notice

Crossword Puzzler

Notice To Bidden
Sealed bids will be
received by the City of
Murray, Kentucky, for
the use of Murray Water
and Sewer System until
4:00 p.m.-Aug. 27, 1975 for
the purchase of one High
Velocity Sewer Cleaning
Machine, mounted at
factory on a new 1975
truck, furnished by the
City of Murray. Complete
specifications and instructions to bidders are
on file at the office of
Murray Water and Sewer
System, 401 Olive Street,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
All bids must be accompanied by complete
specifications of the
equipment which bidder
is submitting on and be
delivered to Murray
Water and Sewer System
office on or before 4:00
p.m. Aug. 27, 1975. Also,
each bid must be accompanied by a certified
check or bid bond in the
amount of 10 per cent of
the total bid.
All bids will be examined
and contract awarded to
.,the lowest or best bidder.
The City' or Murray
reserves the right to
reject any and-or all bids.
City of Murray
Water and Sewer System

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:
ucupw
JX

4 Skid
ACROSS
5 Metal
M020Mg 00011g0
1 Vigor(colloq.) 6 Finishes
000 00110 DOU
7 Mexican
4 Walk
um mOareAau Om
laborer
8 Quarrel
MOUAQ OU UMOg
8 Slumbered
12 Go astray
WO DIG muLJP-3
9 Metal fastener
13 Boundary
glogan3MM
14 Unit of Italian 10 Pan of circle
MOM a0 bEn
currency (pi ) 11 Golf mound
MO= OD VIIMOM
15 Falsehood 17 Final
19 Sacred image SU g2ESTigS Mg
16 Sloth
18 Warm
22 Part of face
MMO MSMCAD VEV
24 Thing to be
20 Break
12g,
(1 HUMMg0
suddenly
copied WI) 13 laR71,
23 amunm
25 Irritate
21 Algerian
44 Stull
35 Sheet
26 Form
seaport
45 Nimbus
of glass
23 Atmospheric 27 Part of foot
47 Group of three
37 Narrow
disturbance 28 Cry of
opening
48 Can
Bacchanals
27 Courageous
49 Equality
40 Place for
person
30 Unit of
Before
50
combat
Siamese
29 Kiln
42 Rugged
51 Girt's
currency
32 Spanish for
nickname
mountain
"river"
31 District in
crest
52 Sesame
Germany
33 Bad
34 Music: as
•• •8 / 10 11
1 2 3 ,,x,4 5 6 7 0
written
.1ills
MO
35. Pellet
),N13
12
36 Vast age
yk"
:::$
:
37 Bristle
17
15
38 Matured
39 Lawful
191:::19
.....• • 4 ......,
41 Hindu queen 18
43 Opulent
6
46 Leases
4.*2
49 Pierce
Lk • 30 1
.27 28
•
53 Exist
revt*
off
Island
54
d:•:•..
Ireland
-9.7.•4$
36
55 Landed
;: :r.
56 Brim
41
t,
39
57 Rockfish
58 Burrowing
47 48
i.46
45
.4
animal ,...._:.
-59 Drunkard
52
153
49 50 I.51
_, ':,•zio
;).55
51
• 56
Z-''5,•.(1.511
.57 '
Instr.

aROTHER
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E665 IFENEDICT FOR
MY BrOTHER,SPIKE!

If You
Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
. 753-1621
Police
.. 753-6952
Rescue
Ambulance , . 753-9332
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131
Comprehensive Care...
. 753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Need Line . .. 753-NEED
Learn to Read .753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
Si Times.

See her i.e.',

2 Notice

RS VISpeCtar CIOLne.

THE MOTHER SANTEE
NEWS is here! For
subscription information
contact: Larfy Riter, 1503
W. Main, 753-6030.

e_,3

15 Artii

2 Notite

2 Nace

I THINK 4(00'D BETTER
MAKE THAT TEN POUNDS
OF BUFFALO 5TEAK

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the
day
before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

DOTTIE SHOP
1001A Johnny Robertson
Road Across from
Murray Country Club
10:00a.m.to13:00p.m.

S. lost And Fnund

TOMATO STAKES,54", 15
cents each. Redmon
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
E., Murray.

24' PONTOON boat and
trailer. 65 h.p. Johnson
with 11 hours; Call 4365690.

STOVE, WASHER and
dryer,
2
T.V.s,
typewriter, lawn mower,
Call 753-0184.
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each. Bean poles, 20
cents each. Phone 7539618.

Openings-Fall session
(For children 5, by December 1)
Phone 753-3182.
IF YOU have a burden, let
us share it. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

6 Help Vvante0

Corvette Lanes
753-2202
W. Main
NOTICE
Approximately woo sq. ft of
rental space available at Sod
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
Murray,Ky.,Phone 753-3342

'Oben yaw weed sainialies,
4111iMpnisin ea aervic•
es. Gesaism is moist we
be& best. We bine stemma
deism sad ether demise
essimismest fee reed.

DEPENDABLE WOMAN
one day a week. For
light
and
cleaning
ironing. Call 753-5203.

CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
buildings. Maintenance
free. House type constructed. Free delivery.
Built on treated skids.
Many in stock. Any size
built to order. See to
appreciate_ On Hicks
Cemetery Road. One mile
south of Cherry Corner off
, Highway 121 South.

9 Situations Wanted
BOY IS out of school needs
job. Call Guy, 753-9232

TENNS-H0C1Cre GAMES
We are now selecting local
Owner/Operators for High
Profit Video-Game Industry.
These Game Machines are
placed on Company secured
locations (Hotels, Motels,
Restaurants, Lounges, College
Campuses, Country Clubs, etc.)
A cash 'mild of over $105 per
week (flat) pet location is not
unusual. Minimum investment
of 52495 Securedi Expansion
Program available_
For more information Call
Mr. Bill Grant

AND I ..1U5T 4-1AD
FOUR CNEE5EBURGER5,
A MILK 5HAKE,
APPLE PiE AND
COFFEE AT

Savings Center
Shoes Galore

ANTIQUE SHOW. PenSOMEONE to stay
nyrile Mall, Hopkizi.sville. WANT
Call 753-5560night.
at
September 17, 18, 19 and
20. For information write
ENGINE
Zajac Presents, 1832 SMALL
Sylvania Avenue, Toledo, mechanic. Write P. 0.
Ohio or call collect 419- Box 32K.
473-2641.
WANTED A man to do
body work on cars. Apply
It makes coats! Keep
in person across from
your car's engine in
Garlands Used Cars on
shape. Come to es for.
3rd Street.
check-vp.
Hutson Texaco
worker
PART-TIME
W. Main
needed. Begin work Aug.
753-7780
18. Approximately 22-24
hour!per week., Rcply. to
Have,,. little spare this?' Ask about our whiter
8 Storage Buildings
Motives.

-ilefoote- Pt.x••••• L./Pa

OH,BOY COOKIE
14AVING FZIED
CI-PC-KEN

MktIOW
Le SAMMY

Memorial Baptist
Kindergarden

"Cleaning Is 1
Our Business"

U GOO

SIDEWALK SALE

FJI Sae

Over tire•-hvadred
pair of Men's
Wort Shoes
All Styles and
sites in stock.

Shop Aroundwe sell for lessl
John's Savings
Center
2208 Coldwater Road

The sooner you adi,
the sooner
FA
you save
Phone 753-0419 111610/J!Cr,
MO Of 1/41011

TRAIL
near
small
Phoni

HOUSEBOAT, 35'
fiberglass. 1970 Silver
Queen. Twin two 25
Chrysler motors, used
only 290 hours. Polar
power plant, air conditioned, depth finder,
tape player, sleeps 10.
Excellent condition. If
interested call 753-5870 or.
753-4682.

WE B
home:
Sad&
Sales,
1918 o

IBC

MOVI/s
lookiry
with s
not IN
willini
call c

PRO -MODEL
1973
Astroglass and trailer
with 19'74 115 Mercury
motor. Completely
rigged. Contact Jim
Gibson after 5 p.m. 4892195.

32 Ap

FURNI
MEN1
bedroc
Apart'
Street.

15 FT. FIBERGLASS boat.
75 h. p. motor. Price
$650.00. Call 753-0917.

ONE 11
apart!
Unive
condi
and c
Phone

22. Musical
of
54-SELECTIONS
LUDWIG DRUM kit and
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
Slingerland drum kit.
and up. Moulding to
Good condition. Excellent
paneling.
match
buy. Call 753-3830.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. 4h2" CD
SOUND SYSTEM
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
sights-inch Particle board
FOR SALE
e
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
KUSTOM
K200
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
gallon.
paint
$3.95
4 mike head has separate
Fiberglass panels at 10
volume, bass, 4eble and
cents to 25 cents square
reverb. 5' colUinns has 5
foot. Luan and birch doors
12" speakers. All rolled
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
and pleated. Priced right.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Call Frank Gonzales: 753'hone 587-2420.
753-2374 after 6.

FURN
bedroo
four
Univei
nished
meat.
753-066

EFFIC1
MENT
at 16(
Road.

1919 or

16 Home Furnishings
WALNUT DRESSER, $20.
Mahogany blanket chest,
$40. Ash table, $12. Odd
table, 97.00. Walnut
corner shelf, $10. All
antiques. Also, double
dresser with 2 matching
mirrors. All in excellent
condition. Phone 753-7644.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.

-

USED SOFA for sale. REPOSSESSED COLOR
T.V. and stereo. Balance
Phone 753-2247.
due. J. & B. Music,
Chestnut Street, Murray.
ONE
STOVE,
one
refrigerator, curtains,
and 2 braided oval rugs.
Call 753-4133 or 753-3379
after-5._

MUSIC LESSONS

WASHER AND dryer for
sale. Call 435-444 .

rou,FRE414100-251-8130

12 insurance

29 Nt

SET OF BUNK beds.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0011.

Piano-Organ-Guitar

NICE I.J1
bedroon
refriger
and dis
$140.00
753-3493

THREE
apartrr
condit
entran
month.
753-5871

TWO B
NISHE
furnish

J. & B. Music
753-7575

ELF.,CTROLUX VACUUM PIANO TUNING, repair
cleaners and carpet and rebuilding, prompt
shampooers and shag service. Rebuilt pianos
attachments, bags. Call for sale. Ben Dyer 753Tony Montgomery, 753- 8911.
6760.

24. Miscellaneous

4 Wz
plica
m

\MIWEIIIM11

19 Farm Equipment
LARGE HOUSE in country
to rent or buy on contract.
Small down payment.
Write Robert Phillips,
Rural Route 1, Salem Ill.
62881.

THE PHANTOM ,., AND HALF
THE MOB COME TUMBLING
DOWN THE STAIR'S „

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS f011OWS
News, Society and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919,
Classified
DIsploy,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917.

AND A VERY MERQY
CHRIsTmAS'I'D You

Kings Den
To THE TATE
PENIWNTiARY,-,
WHERE SLINKY
WEASEL.
DOING 10

020"

NOpODY SEES SLINKY WeAsEi....!!-T
I FUT THATANIMAL IN SOLITARY
FOR 2YEARsm- COME E3iocCK

lantren Sportswear
Tla• Mornay
Cain Exchange
she
Aelkpet-Clise
sod fereiter•
108 N 6th Street, Murray,Ky
Buy Gold & Silver
Estate Appraisal
Phone 1502 husthems 753614a
night 111.0212.. Stave.houra Monday 14,Toevday-Satunlay 10-4

CASE FARM tractor. VAC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
Call 436-5414.

16'60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 7530870.

FIREWOOD,ORDER now,
Oak and Hickory. Cut tp
AGRI-PRODUCTS is the
Order. Call 753-6477.
MFS Grain bin and grain
handling equipment
MOTOROLA STEREO car
HIDA-BED or trundle bed, dealer for West Kentucky.
tape, recorder. $30.00,
Tri-Star
also
handle
We
in good condition. Call
Strobe light $20.00, John
and
gooseneck
trailers
753-1702 after 5:30.
Boat and trailer $50.00,
Miracle Span farm
1972 100 Yamaha $100.00.
buildings. Call 753-2958 for
AQUARIUM 20 gallons or
22 Glenfield rifle with
details.
larger with accessories.
scope $30.00. Call 753-7576
-Call 753-0522.
AGRI-PRODUCTS has a on
the farm grain cleaner FOR SALE Cider mill,
that takes the garlic excellent condition.
WILL BUY good used
onions out of wheat. Also Phone 753-4929.
Travel trailers, truck
cleans soybeans and corn.
camper. Call Arrowhead
Call 753-2958 for in- FORMICA SALE Odd lot
Camper Sales, Hwy. 80
formation.
Mayfield,
Ky.,
247E.,
laminated plastics for
8187. .
cabinet tops. Solid colors
USED HAY rake. In good
and patterns 40 cents a
shape. Ready to rake; square foot. Murray
15 Articles For Sale
Miniature Alaskan
Lumber Company, 753Malamute puppies. Call
3161.
POOL STICK, Bradford
753-9390.
twin table, Motorola car
TWO STORY oak log barn
tape recorder, 14 foot
Excellent condition. Call
John boat, hunting bow, 20 Sports Equipment
753-0870.
fishing poles. Must sell.
1628 W. Main Street, 1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator, 27 Mobile Home Sales
' apartment 6.
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753- 24 x 52 HOMETrE
RUBBER TIRED wagon.
Three
3226
after 4.
bed,
bedroom, 2 baths, unTwo inch cypress
furnished, central heat
cypress sides. Boat and
and air. Call 753-4827.
motor. $100.00. Five horse
, 4ohnson motor. Flat
bottom boat.Call 489-2345
1Lassi
975 Dter.
ELT
JA
LQuipL
PRO_ mttQAS
kor,
S
boat.
85
Mercury:
.-MOO- BTU Whirlpool-- air
ocsickkoner anitLa.svazin-power trim. eitil 753-3932
morning heater stove.
Cal1/753-3538 after 4 p.m.
or 753-3226 after 4

Set
Rood.
Shell j

17(
culti
hole
with
tire
tiquE
Mn

Kel

Nome a

10(1Se

PAW 11 THE MURRAY,Ky., LEDGER & TIMES,
Wednesday, Aegest 13, 1975

stand
ohnson
all 436-

3 5' Silver
Iwo 25
s, used
. Polar
jr confinder,
!.eps 10.
,tion. If
3-5870 or

29 Mobile Home Rentals

ite. Good
753-4065.

ASS boat.
sr. Price
-0917.

I kit and
rum kit.
Excellent
30.

STEM
LE
TOM
s separate

ieble and
'nos has 5
All rolled
iced right.
tales: 153,4 alier 6.

ANOS and
to purchase.
1
do Piano
TOSS from
Paris,
Also The
11, 4th di
Murray,

)
et).
B.
et,

COLOR
Balance
Music,
Murray.

:.SSONS

n-Guitar

Music

i75

IG, repair
g, prompt
kilt pianos
Dyer 753-

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid
Saddle -and-Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 4421918 or 443-8226.

31. Want To Rent
MOVING FROM Texas
looking for house to rent
with some acreage. Need
not be in top condition
willing to repair. Please
call collect 314-441-0058.

MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
two bedroom apartments.
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.

33. Rooms For Rent
ROOM FOR Rent across
from -University. Private
entrance. Call 753-1387.

Saturday August 16
at 10 a.m.
Seven miles west of Paris, Tenn. on Jones Bend
Rood. In New Boston community, at the late Carmack
Shell place.

170 Diesel AC tractor, plow, disc,
cultivator, planter, mower, bushog, post
hole digger, one ton Chevy dump truck
with grain bed and cattle rack. Rubber
tire wagon, elevator, some tools and antiques.
Mrs. Carmack Shell is the owner.

Shorty McBride No. 247
, Auctioneer

:ider mill,
.7ondition.
1. •

FREE
Termite
Inspedion

.E. Odd lot
,astics for
iolid colors
40 cents a
. Murray
1PaPY, 753-

ak log barn.
dition. Call

TTE. Three
baths, unmtral heat
753-4827.

tirlpoot- air tal.a_warna--iter stove.
ifter"4 p.m. 1,1

DOGS
FOR
sale.
Registered pointers 3
months to 1 year. Call 901247-3232 between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m., 901-247-5570
between 9 p.m. and 10
p.m.

The Following List of
MOTORCYCLES Are Mend Now
OH-giver 5 Speed transmission
- IN cc trail bikes, completely
mosemaied and serviced. (6)
Orange 70 cc trail bikes with
-tpeediltammsiosbra-smsernbied
and serviced. (6) Mee 70 cc
trail bikes with speed transmissions assembled and serviced. 110 50 cc trail bike,
automatic transmission complete with safety clutch

1973 YAMAHA 500. Low
mileage. Lots of extras,
extra nice. Phone 753-1586
after 5, 753-3590.

IblE61

VEHICLES
1974 - 4 wheel drive Chevrolet
power steering. power brakes
automatic transmission. custom
deluxe cab_ 1972 Pinto with standard transmission with tent
camper

Phone 444-6865
RI 1, Paducah, Kentuck

Newt* owned and operated ore, 70 years De net sten any centred
entil jeb is finished

Phone 753-3914

Flies, Poncho!. $(1ver fish arid Shrubs

TO BUY or sell Real
Estate, call or see us at
Fulton Young Realty, 4th
di Maple Streets, phone
753-7333. We have local
and- out of state buyers
and handle property of all
kinds, in both Kentucky
and Tennessee. We need
your listings now. Home
phones: Fulton E. Young,
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson,
753-3744.

USED BIKES
750 Honda. excellent condition,
1974 model Used 175 Honda
needs repair.

J.M (lake) Brown
Auction Company

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
100 Sodth 13th St.

socket sets, tools kits: brake
pedals, piston rings, contro
levers. and other ITILSC accessories for Indian bikes

For further details
contact auctioneer:

Avoid Costly Home Repairs

•

Cooling

BEAUTIFUL SIAMESE
kittens. Pure bred, very
cheap. Call 753-8258.

1972 SUZUKI GT380.
Perfect condition. Less
than 3000 actual miles.
Call 753-5868.

1

tric service
e. Call 753-

me Sales

HONDA QA511 mini bike. In
good condition. Phone 7532965.

•len ••••••11,40601.111011.•••
ROOMS FOR boys nice and WHITE
GERMAN
32 Apartments For Rent
private. Central air and
Shepherd female puppy.
"5N005<5, ROC10f, (71 15k.111. OLP. it
heat. Kitchen, half block
$35.00. Call 753-0252.
FURNISHED
from campus. Call 436APART.
MENTS. One or two
PARADISE KENNELS - 43 Real Estate
5479.
44 Lots For Sale
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Boarding and grooming,
Pick up and delivery THE QUALIFIED perApartments South 16th
34 Houses For Rent
$10 DOWN,will buy a large
Street. 753-6609.
service now available.
sonnel at Guy Spann
( 100' x 200') Kentucky
Call 753-4106.
Realty are waiting to talk
QUAINT OLDER HOUSE,
Lake access lot. Total
ONE BEDROOM furnished
to
you
regarding
your real
for commercial use. A
price of $2995 includes
apartment. Adjacent to
40
Produce
estate needs. Our time is
shop or office. Good
central water tap in.
University CAmpus. Air
your time. Give us a call
parking
and
Phone, 436-5320 or 436adjoins NiCE
conditioned. •Very nice
or
drop by the office at 901
HALF runner beans
property with thriving
2473.
and clean. Couple only.
business. Phone 753-3624. for canning. Come and Sycamore Street, 753Phone 753-3805.
them for $3.00 a 7724.
bushel.
Call after 8, 753- SEE THIS charming,
BOYS FOUR bedroom
3 RESIDENTIAL LOT on 641
FURNISHED FOUR
house. Partially fur- 6052.
bedroom, brick home,
South, 2 miles from city.
bedroom apartment for
nished. 1'2 blocks from
only 5 blocks from Court
100 x 300. Call 753-7867.
four
persons
near
University. Phone 753- PURPLE HULL peas, $3.00 Square, lots of privacy in
University; also fura bushel. Pick your own. large shaded yard, For
3895.
nished one room apartPhone 753-4416. Ora King.
more information Call LOT FORM
caw
ment. Phone 766-7575 or
Claude Miller 75!Of
TWO
thies;"'City street
BEDROOM
un753-0669.
Bob Perrin 753-3509. Let
lights; call 753-6183
furnished house. Couples 41. Public Sles
us help you solve your
or
1
child
preferred.
Call
EFFICIENCY APAI.TCARPORT SALE. Friday Real Estate problems. 46. Homes for Sale
753-3293 or 762-2409.
MENTS suitable for boys
15 and Saturday 16. 1704 Claude L Miller Real
at 1603 College Farm
Estate 753-5064.
THREE
SPACIOUS
Miller Avenue.
Road. Call 492-8225.
TWO BEDROOM Couples
bedroom house. Two
only no pets. Call 753-2987. GARAGE
baths, living room, den
SALE, August REDUCED-JUST off High14, 15 9:00-6:00. 1604 Kirk- way 121. Three bedroom,
with fireplace, carpeted,
Nice New
FOUR ROOM house, bath,
2 baths, brick veneer,
wood
many ,closets. Central
Drive.
Baby
furin country, with garden
Efficiency
niture, clothes. Bicycle, wi ceistral electric heat
heat and air. Outside shop
space. Well water. Call
and miscellaneous items. and air. Formal dining
storage
and
areas.
Apartments
753-0169.
area, many closets, lies
Walking distance to
for Girls
Robertson, M. H. S. and
SIX ?ARTY yard sale at acre lot. $37,500. Call 76337. Livestock Supplies
Phone 753-5865
504 South 8th. Friday 8-5. 8080 or come by BoydM.S.U. 1607 Sunset Drive.
or 753-51011
Majors Real Estate, 105
Clothing of all sizes.
Call 753-6012.
FOR SALE corn fed beef.
N. 12th.
500-600 pounds. Call 753TWO BEDROOM house,
BIG FIVE party yard sale
1980.
NICE UNFURNISHED 2
TREMENDOUS VIEW for
south Broad. Good inFriday
Saturday.
and
bedroom duplex, stove
miles around from this ,vestment. Also 400-yards
Avon
glassware,
bottles,
refrigerator, dishwasher LIKE NEW. Cattle sides
large well kept family
white knit fabric. 50 cents
antiques, tables, books,
for long wheel base, Half
and disposal. Has patio.
home at New Concord has
a yard. Call 8-10 p.m 753clothing,
Coles
etc.
Camp
ton Ford. $145.00. Phone
$140.00 per month. Call
2 large bedrooms upstairs
2594.
Ground Road, follow
492-8445.
753-3493
and 2 large bedrooms
signs.
down,
several
out FOR SALE,by owner.
THREE ROOM furnished $250 WESTERN BIG horn
buildings
on
apBeautiful, spacious, 3
RUMMAGE SALE. Friday
saddle, Martingale and
apartment. Carpeted, air
proximately 3 acres.
bedroom home at 1409
August 15, 216 South 15th
bridle. Price $100.00.
conditioned, private
Priced in mid 20's. Moffitt
Dudley. Call 753-4381.
Street.
Phone 753-6012.
Realty Company, 206
entrance. $90.00 per
South 12th, 753-3597.
month. If interested call
THREE LARGE lots with
753-5870
38. Pets Supplies
six room house and
Absolute Auction
furnished trailer. Near
FIVE
ACRES
set
up
for
FRIDAY,AUG.15
TWO BEDROOM, FUR- _REGISTERED, FEMALE,
lake. $17,000. Call 436mobile homes. Located
6:30 P.M. -..NISHED or partially Australian puppy. Call
2260.
near Hamlin, Ky. only a
Sake will be conducted beside the
furnished. Call 489-2595. 753-6872 after 3.
Bank of Marshall County Branmile from Kentucky
ch Bank on the Ken Bar Inn
Lake. Fifteen mobile QUAINT 2 room cottage
parking lot, located on 641 Rt. 1.
with L-2 bath, surrounded
home
pads already in
Gilbertsville, Ky Auction salt
on 3 sides by water in
HELP WANTED
with space for several
will consist of the complete inventory of Johnson's Bikes
beautiful Panarama
more. Extra large deep
I4 Waitresses, 3 cooks, dishwashers. Will take apUnlimited Calvert aty. Ky
Shores located 10 miles
well. Four septic units.
plications, Saturday, August 16 from 8 a. m. til 11 a.
Office Equipment
from
Murray,
Ky.
Electric poles to many of
m. We're closed but our side door will be open.
3 drawer metal filling cabinet
Completely furnished,
the sites. Here is an opNO PHONE CALLS
Royal portable typewriter, adwill sacrifice at $5,995.
portunity to buy a mobile
ding machine, 5,000 BTU office
HUNGRY BEAR
Can be seen by _apborne court reasonably.
air conditioner, portable black
and white television
pointment. Ideal hunting
1409 Main
John
C. Neubauer,
Tools and Repair Parts
and fishing lodge on large
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Poulan chain saw, complete set
lot. Phone 753-5094.
Murray, Kentucky.
of Indian bucket wrenches

Auction Sale

1-EREO car
er. $30.00,
20.00, John
iler $50.00,
iha $100.00.
rifle with
all 753-7576

BOXER PUPPIES. One
female Irish Setter pup,
one female German
Shepherd pup. All AKC
registered. Call 753-6488.

V 11 .111 O.

gel

RDER now,
ory. Cut to
3-6477.

38 Pets Supplies

TRAILER SPOTS. Located
NICE Fumy furnished
near university. Nice,
air conditioned one
small court. Restricted.
bedroom apartments.
Phone 753-3895.
Call 4354578.

,

IODEL
trailer
Mercury
pletely
.ct Jim
p.m. 489-

32 Apartments For Rent

GARAGE-YARD
Sale.
Wednesday
through
Saturday.' Out 94 East,
turn left at Lakestop
Grocery, 1 mile on Van
Cleave Road. Riding
Lawn mower,"air conditioner, bicycles, 1970
Honda, truck camper.
T.V., antiques, and
everything. Call 753-7847

Warmth end hospitality radiate
when yew eater this Wm
bedroom, 2 betit "oreeptionsd"
home located in tho Seethwest.
Tostirfely dearreted - Many
enossiol deeds we're unitises to
show yes. Owner says, "Get us
offer"Moho snuffer end move im with
deivery if deed. Located ewe
Ilkshorisen School end Kerrey
Nigh - Beat in 1074 is Ins earpeted throe bedroom, two bath
brick • eet-ist kitchen pies fondly
diem 'priced low 30's
20 saes • stock wets?, partially
fenced, beading site with trims.
WILSON REAL
MATE
753-320
(across from Pest Office)

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore
has
five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exYARD SALE Friday and
clusive real estate exSaturday. August 15 and
perience. Call 753-1651 or
16_ At 1113 DodsonAeonure -by -our- effice:
on the corner of N. 17th
like to talk REAL
Extended.
ESTATE.

COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Extraordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realt,), Auction
and Insurance across
from Post Offire, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5066, Ron Talent 7531607, Loretta Jobs 7536079. Member M.L.S.
MODERN TWO bedroom
house. One acre, on 121
west. Five miles out. Call
.489-2246.
THREE BEDROOM all
electric, brick house on
Blood River. $35•500. Call
436-2459.
NEW HOME for sale in
Gatesborough,
tatty,
contemporary styled.
Four bedrooms, three
baths. Many extras in
house including cathedral
ceiling, balcony, central
vacuum and intercom.
Call 753-9208

1973 CT IRATE. 70. 8150.
Call 753,3815.

1974 HONDA 350. Excellent
condition. $650.00. Call
753-3023.
HONDA SL125. Can see at
812 Olive Street.
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.

50 Campers

51 Services Offered

CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1(4 mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
527-7807.

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop (old ice
plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.

EXPERIENCED Electrician needs work. Free
estimates. No job too
small. Call 753-7488.
KIRBY CARPET CAREcleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.

51 Services Offered
WILL BABYSIT in my
home weekdays. One year
to school age. Call 7530768.

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop (old ice
plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.

UPHOLSTERING,
CUSTOM draperies and
bedspreads. Reasonable
rates. Call 753-0535 or 4354589.

CARPENTRY
WORK.
Remodeling, room additions, any type of home
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.

WILL MOW lots. Call 7531980. D. 0. Parks.

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN - Prompt,
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears seamless gutters
installed
per
your
specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.

54 Free Column

49. Used Cars & Trucks
THUNDERBIRD,
1975
6,000 miles with moon
roof. Call 753-6156.

EXPERIENCED
PAINTER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.

Windows Washed
and
replaced.
Gutters Cleaned

SHOLAR
1948 PLYMOUTH with 1973 CONTACT
V-8 engine, completely Brothers for all your
restored. Call 753-6156. bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3541972 VEGA VAN. Best
aAAter
P' ra• iiiiguZaiii4AAP6 pc.

We furnish all material
and equipment needed

753-5320

HUTCHENS'
Chevrolet JOHN
1970
TWO
Pickups, one 1970 GMC Plumbing and Electric.
pickup. Call day or night
No jobs too small. Call
436-5366.
436-5642 anytime.

1974 VW. Call 753-8360 after
5 o'clock.
1970 GTO, automatic, air.
Call 753-5686.
1972 NOVA. Power steering
and brakes. Tape player.
Call 753-2769.
1963 DODGE 1 ton pickup
Runs good. $500.00. Call
474-2778.
1972 GREMLIN. Superb
condition.' All maintenance records. Air,
radio, tinted windshield, 3
speeds on the floor, 21-24
m.p.g. $1,600. Call 7536387.
1968 FORD Torino, 2 door,
6695. 1970 Chevrolet
Impala,4 door, power and
air, $950. Phone 489-2595.

PROFESSIONAL
JANITORIAL
service.
Daily service, carpets,
floors, walls, furniture.
Call collect 502-335-3506.

DO All YOUR LAUNDRY
FASTER FOR LESS
AT THE ALL

MAYTAG
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY
WASHER
EQUIPPED

OPEN 8-AM 109-PM
WASH 35' DRY 104
Central Highlander
Center, 641-N
SILVER POLISHED. Call
492-8698 between 6 and 8
p.m.

CUSTOM DOZIER Work.
Cat D7E, A big machine
1965 BUICK LA SABRE. for
big lobs. Ralph
Power; air, brakes, Stewert 901-498-8860.
steering. $350. Call 7530703.
1969 PLYMOUTH custom
surburban station wagon.
Full power, air conditioning. $650.00. Phone
436-5485.

50 Campers
16 ft. 1975 Coachman
Casualine. Sleeps 6, gas
stove, sink, built-in
icebox, power converter.
Call for other details 4892716 after 5 p.m.

Chain link fence
Getlieslisse poles
Form pates
Strectirrol pips
Portable ploy yords
for children
Pertain deg pees
Panel weevil fence
French Gothic weed forks
Tomas eine fence
Stet:bode weird fence
Godes Wit ell sizes

AAA FENCE SUPPLY
Highway 60 West 4444.6K,

JOHN
HU,TCHENS'
1969 BONANZA 21' fully Plumbing and Electric
Repair Service. No jobs
self-contained, Camper
too
small. 436-5642
trailer. Also a boat motor
anytime
during day.
and trailer. 10 speed
Western Flyer bicycle.
M&B CONSTRUCTION
Call 436-5556,
-CO.,' landscaping,
1974 VENTURE CAMPER: backhoe work, general
bush - togging,
Willi roll out ititc-hen and
plowing and discing. Call
awning. Call 753-5500 or
436-2540.
753-6200.

-

SIX WEEKS old male cat.
Tiger striped. Needs a
good home. Call 753-3994
in the evenings.
TWO 6 WEEKS old kittens.
Call 753-8245.

WILL Mt Hay Hauling. TWO 6 weeks old kittens.
Call 753-8245.
Call 753-6477.

1973 T-BIRD, 51,000 miles.
CLEANING,
CARPET
White on white with navy
experienced, very
blue interior. Good
reasonable rates,
condition. Two new tires.
references, free
$3,950. Cell 753-7625..
estimates. Quick drying.
Call Handyman, 753-9618.
MUST SELL 1J Chevy
:giort van. LW mileage
with heavy duty springs ALUMINUM SERVICE
COMPANY siding by -.
and shocks, stabilizer bar
Alcoa.
Awnings
by
on 1 ton chassis with 8 ply
Howmet Aluminum or
tires. High bucket seats
Rigid Vinyl. No down
12, auto, tilt wheel, air ,
payment-Freeept
power _steering and
Call Will A'fley, 492brakes, 36 gallon gas
8897. Bobby Lawrence
tank, pop out windows,
492-8879.
slide cargo door, bed
curtains, carpet, finished
interior, tape, and trailer HAY HAULING. Truck
hitch. Over $7500 inand crew furnished.
vested. Best reasonable
Reasonable rates. Call
offer. Call 753-0869.
David Benton, 753-7699 or
753-0123.
1968 BLUE and silver
HAULING.
Camaro. New engine still LIGHT
Livestock hauling and
under guarantee. New
small appliances. Call
tires. Call 753-9635.
436-5844 or 436-5472.
1968 VOLKSWAGON. $600.
Call 492-8884,

THREE MONTH old black
kitten, very cute and
healthy. Call 753-3535
after 4:30.

WALLI DR

*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

Auction.Sate
Every Friday night at 641 Aection House, Paris,
Tenn.

This week one of the best in a long time.
Hall trees, wash stands, dresser, walnut
-beds, walnut chairs, spindle back
rockers, old rockers, mahogany chairs,
round walnut dining table, cherry high
boy, sideboards, wardrobe, trunk, set of
dining chairs, piano stools, lots more
good antiques. Glass and dishes, nice tin
pie safe, also 10 h.p. cadet mower,2 new 5
h.p. tillers, one new 3 h.p. mower, one
new weed eater.

--Shorty-McBride No.-247,- Auctioneer
AUCTION-YEAR END
CLOSE OUT
BOATS & MOTORS
SPORTSMAN5 MARINA
Si at Jonathan Crook
Set. Avg. 164. 10:00 a.m.
01 - Ozark Pro Bass Boat - Orange & Black - New
1975 - 16' 3" long 2 Live Wells - Both Aereated. 115
HP (1973) - But new, Evinrude. Bilge Pump. Running Lights.
2 - Ozark Sport Fisherman - Blue & White - New
1975 - 16' 3" long. Live Well, Bilge Pump. New 1975
HP Evinrude,(Full Warranty). Running lights.
3 - Ozark Base Fisherman - Chestnut - New 1975 Id' 3" Long Live Well, Bilge Pump, Running Lights
(rated for 115 HP
4 -,Tide Craft Runabout - Blue & White - New 1974 15' 6" long. Ner 1974 Trailer. New 1975 - 85 HP
Evinrude,(Full Warranty)

5 - Angler Pro Bass Boat- 15' 3" Long. 1973 Boat.
, 1973 Trailer.
06 - Starcraft Caravelle - 15' long. 1967 Boat. 1967 --65
HP - Mercury Motor 1967 Trailer.
7 - Bass Charger - White - 13' 7" long. 1973 Boat &
Trailer. 1974 25 HP Evinrude.
8• Oachita Bass Boat - Green. 1971 Boat, Trailer,&
25 HP( Electric Start ) Evinrude.
•9 - Fabuglas Fury - 14' long. 1966 Boat, Trailer, di
65 HP Mere. Motor.
10 - Plywood-Fiberglass Runabout -.15' 6". 1973
boat, 1973 50 HP Evinrude, 1973 Trailer. Cissette
Player with 2 Speakers.
N 11 -Trolling Motors - New
1. SupersIlver Trol
1. Silvertroll Dart
I. Pflueger 30
2. Pflueger 40
1. Pflueger 50
I. Pflueger 450-With Foot Control
I. AS 30 Silvertroll
2. Super Motor Guide -With Foot Control
12- Several Miscellaneous Motors

TERMS-CASH
LILE REAL ESTATE
& AUCTION
.:1_ lewt• !.
Pb... 474-2717
Winton ca. dart
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County?"
Gable's statement said the
answer to the school busing
controversy is to eliminatt inequities in education and seek
quality for all.
'Then surely the courts will
no longer seek artificial solutions such as busing to a,chieve
the same goal," he said.
Gable said that when the busing issue was squarely before
Julian Carroll, on every occasion his actions encouraged
forced busing.
Gable said the essence of his
education plan "is to do better
with the finances we have rather than asking Kentucky taxpayers to give the politicians
more funds to waste."
Gable also injected the issue
of collective bargaining for
public employes into his state-

TIMES, Wednesday, August

13, 1975

(Continued from Page 1)
ment, declaring the effort to
"turn Kentucky's classrooms
over to the union losses" as an
obstacle to quality education.
He charged again what Carroll has denied — that the governor supports "school unionization."
Gable said that although improving Kentucky schools will
require more money, "it will
not require additional taxes."

Funerals Owensboro Detective Charged
Mr. Morris, Fathei In Deaths Of Wife, Children

1

Of Mrs. Whitmer,
Dies On Monday

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
A city police detective was
charged late Tuesday with
murder and arson in the fatal
shooting of his wife and the setting of a fire that resulted in
the death of three of his four
children by a former marriage.
James Stallings, 39, was
served with a warrant for arson at the Daviess County Jail
at 10:30 p.m. Tuesday night
where he was being held in lieu
of $50,000 bond on charge of fatally shooting his 27 year old
wife, Cathryn Lee. He is now
being held without bond, said
Commonwealth Atty. William
Gant.
If convicted, Stallings, who is
on immediate indefinte suspension from the.Owensboro police
force, would receive a mandatory death sentence.
Gant said because charges involve both arson where the offender knew lives were involved and because it was a
multiple slaying, a 1974 state
law requires a mandatory
death sentence upon conviction.
Daviess County Coroner
James H. Davis listed multiple
gunshot wounds as the cause of

U. C.(Doc) Morris, father of
Mrs. Nancy Whitmer of
Murray, died Monday at one
p.m. at Deaconess Hospital,
Evansville, Ind. He was 73
years of age and a resident of
3628 Gregory Avenue, Paducah.
The deceased was a retired
.
radio-electronics engineer of
LEXINGTON, Ky,( AP) — A Paducah Radio Station WPAD.
reorganization of the University He was stricken by a heart
of Kentucky's School of Corn-. attack about five a.m. Monday
munications will take place be- after attending a family reunion
fore the start of the fall semes- in Southern Indiana the
ter in an effort to obtain reac- previous day.
creditation for the journalism
Mr. Morris was a member of
school's editorial sequence.
the First Christian Church,
Last April the American Paducah and a former member
PROCLAMATION
Council of Education of Jour- of the Paducah Kiwanis Club.
WHEREAS, lung-damaging nalism withdrew accreditation
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
diseases affect millions of from that program.
Lorraine Berry Morris of
children in the United States;
Bruce Westley, head of the Paducah; one daughter, Mrs.
and, of diseases that kill journalism school, said 'ruesNancy Whitmer, and three
children, lung disease is the day that the reorganization
grandchildren, John, Elizabeth,
second most common, and
"will help us achieve our goal and Robert Whitmer, all of
WHEREAS, cystic fibrosis, of early reaccreciitation."
Murray.
the most serious lung-damaging
The university reportedly will _ Graveside services are being
disease, is the number one apply for reaccreditation this
held today at 2:30 p.m. at the
genetic killer of children and fall.
Corydon Cemetery, Corydon,
occurs once in approximately
The reorganization will in- with the Rudy-Rowland Funeral
every fifteen hundred births, volve abolishing. the School of
Home, Henderson, in charge of
and
Communications and creating a arrangements.
WHEREAS,at this time there new School of Journalism and a
.. ,.
.
.
is no control despite gdyances in Department of Human Commutreatment for this inherited nications, Westley said.
lung disease, and
That realignment is in prepaMr. and Mrs. Maurice
WHEREAS. the Cystic ration for the establishment of
are among the more
Humphrey
is
supFoundation
Fibrosis
a College of Communications,
than 2,000 persons attending the
porting research to find a possibly by fall of 1976. That
30th annual meeting of the Soil
control for cystic fibrosis and college would include the
Conservation- Socie4t_
velLearR tot allk children. -Sohout-of.Journatisnt,,Alle-DeP-2•-•
-R.0- America
• -- •
being held this week at
—RIThr—fEfg
'•
With -Tar
- ig-ilairiaging diSeases, rtrnent of Human ComfriuBaptist
pastor
and
Bible
Antonio, Texas.
San
and
nications and possibly the Col- teacher, died Monday in
-Land Use: Food and Living"
WHEREAS, the week of lege of Library Science, he
J ackson, Miss., at the age of 97. is the theme of the meeting
August 17-23, 1975, has been said.
He had moved to Jackson from which opened Sunday with a
designated as „Breath of Life
_Mayfield several years ago to reception. Senator -George
Week in the city of•Murray and
make his home.
McGovern, Democrat from
Calloway County, Kentucky to Meetings Planned By
Bro. Riley, who was ordained South Dakota, delivereed the
enlist public support.in the fight
in 1910, pastored Baptist keynote address Monday
against cystic fibrosis and other Hardin-Berkley Lodge
churches in the five counties of morning. An awards banquet
serious lung diseases in
the Purchase area, as well as Wednesday evening concludes
Hardin-Berkley Lodge No. 567
children,
in Western Tennes.-)e. e. the meeting.
churches
will
Masons
Accepted
and
Free
THEREFORE
BE „ IT
During his ministry, he was a
The Society is a professional
RESOLVED that' I, Robert 0. meet Thursday, August 14, at
pioneer in church missions, and association of natural resource
Miller, acting under and by eight p.m. at the lodge hall.
led revivals in many sections of conservationists dedicated to
Voting on proposed by-law
virtue of the authority vested in
the country. He served as advancing the science and art of
members
all
effecting
changes
me by the Constitution and
moderator of the Graves good land use and has about
Laws of this County hereby will be on the agenda and all
Baptist Association, and the 14,000 members in the United
a
attend,
to
urged
are
members
17August
of
week
the
proclaim
West Union Baptist Association, States, Canada, and more than
said.
spokesman
lodge
23, 1975 as Breath of Life Week
boards in eighty other countries.
On Tuesday, August 19, 4!... ......laryed on the missionTennessee
and urge the citizens of our
and
Kentucky
community so join with the 7:30 p.m the lodge will meet
Baptist Conventions, and was
for the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation in with two candidates
STOCK MARKET
to the board of trustees
elected
all
and
degree
Master Mason
its humanitarian task.
Baptist
Creek
Clear
the
of
of Nada of local intarest at now
Prices
members are urged to attend,
Robert 0. Miller,
today tarnished to the Laker num by
Riley
Bro.
Pineville.
in
School
Master.
Barnett,
W.
said I.
I. M.Maxon Co are aelliows:
Calloway County Judge
retired from the active ministry
194 -as
Airco
at the age of 75.
Amer Motors
sic
He was educated at John Ashland Oil
4119 •14
A.T. & T
Tarlton College, Shepherd, Boise Cascade
2162 uric
396i +61
Texas, and at Union University Ford
49".
Gm i Motors
, +6a
151
. lac.Xs_Pik Tenn._
Gen. The
411116
-664
UPI
Goodrich
Surviving are his Wife, Mrs.
4
1
Gulf Oil
204 -/
Cora Kendall Riley, a daughter, Pennwalt
Mka -611
-•
147
OM'
+Le
Quaker
Jackson,
of
Mrs. Joe Odle,
Republic Steel
326a ...44
Miss., a granddaughter., Mrs. Singer
1261
6 Ai
Roland Maddox, of Memphis, Tappan
Western Union
13%
Tenn., and two great grand- Zenith
Mt, -14s
children, Melanie Maddox and
Allen Maddox, both of Memphis.
After services at 4 p.m.
Homes
56a +in
Tuesday at the First Baptist KaLSufman
& Broad
The WC
.
Church in Jackson, the body pond„,„ systems . ...... 9% .y
311
+%
was brought to the Byrn trupoohercItir
59a4 unc
Funeral Home, Mayfield, where W.R. Grace
26 onc
ai
Texaco
Gener
. -44
241
friends may call after four p.m.
flag'
ON +h
)
today I Wednesday.
GAF Corp
iois unc
404a -%
Pacific
Georgia
conducted
be
will
The funeral
39
Pfizer
14 -44
at two p.m. Thursday at High J„„ waiter,
38 unc
14% one
Point Baptist Church, Mayfield, Kirsch
4 -%
1
42/
with Rev. James Tharp, Rev. Prilarriuin stint
24h -Vs
John Huffman and Rev. Joseph
Carrico officiating. Baptist
-ministers from Western Kentucky and Western Tennessee
will serve as honorary
pallbearers. Burial will be in
. Highland Park Cemetery.

Reorganization Of
UK School Planned

death for Stallings wife. Carbon
monoxide poisoning due to
smoke inhalation was given as
the cause of death for the three
Stallings children, Micheal
Wayne, 21, Phillip Byron, 20
and Kathryn Lynn, 16.
A fourth child, Jamie Carol,
10, escaped the fire unharmed.
Gant said commonwealth detective Charles Porter requested the second warrant after se-

Work Day Planned
At Hazel Center

Federal State
Market Report

The Hazel Community Center
Federal State Marie' News Service,
Monday August 11, Mayfield, Ky.
Committee will have a work day
Livestock Market
Graves
on Saturday, August 16, starting
sighed On 61Tiv
livestoc.k weighed
curing statements from two
Compared To Last Week: All
at nine a.m.
classes steady,7=
city firemen that "there was a ted slaughter
Any organizations or insteady to week.
stong smell of gasoline" near 36
Netters: Good 600-7M lbs. dividuals who are willing to help
AN210
the base of the stairway where
center and get it
SIBMIlder Cows: Utility 20.00-39.75. With clean up the
the fire started.
yiekling individuals up to 23.25, Cutter" ready for use are asked to come
I iallal.00, calmer 14.00-17.20.
Saturday, said
Belli: Yield Grade 1-2 1.1*1- anytime on
er8
State arson investigator Clay 14:11r.dlodleg
7141 carcass boning Sandra Gallimore, chairman of
Cessna, Jr. said an accelerant permit23.21401.
committee. For information
Feeder lbws: Choke 311400 lbs. 24.00- the
was used, Gant said.
may call Mrs.
Milk MU*110. 211.0111A0. Good Naga persons
The bodies of the three young lbs.SAILS..foeMelho.1111.11111411.11.
762-2154 or 492at
Gallimore
MOPoodarliolins: Clideoll&SWIns.
people were found in an up- Ude,11114.1ho. 121111110. Good 311400
lbs. 17.011S10,51041010.. 111043.11.
stairs bedroom.

Olympic Plaza
Hwy.641 N.

Ladies White

Ladies Canvas

Sandles

Shoes

Values to $9.95
Ladies Halter

Value to
$4°°
Reduced To Clear

Boys Pull-Over

Girl's
Sandals

Knit
Shirts
Ladies Polyester

Sizes 8-18

Knit
Shorts

$1 59

Start at 884
Other Groups
9 &s2

Grils Summer

Knit
Slacks

Sizes 8-18

Dresses &

Pants Suits
$3 to $7

Reg. 7.88
Summer Colors:
White, Yellow, Light Blue,
Tan & Seersucker Stripe

Children's

Children's

Sale Prices
Guaranteed
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Federal State Market News Service
August 13. 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
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Macedonia Church To
Hold Gospel Meeting

!ONUS OUT

Pi

Reduced In Groups

Bro. 1. R. 'Riley,
Baptist Minister,
Dies At Age 97

A gospel meeting will start
Sunday, August 17, at the
Macedonia Church of Christ,
located on the Old Dublin Road,
,tlff Highway 80 west of
Mayfield, according to Jim
Sloan, regular minister of the
congregation.
Kenneth Hoover, minister of
the Benton Church of Christ
since 1975, will be the speaker
for the services at 10:45 a. m.
and 7:30p. m. on Sunday and at
730 p. m. each evening through
Friday, August 22.
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Students Participating In Practicum
Program At ITIIA's Land Between Lakes
Twenty-six college stuoents
from sixteen midwestern and
southern
colleges
and
universities are gaining on-thejob experience this summer
through the auspices of Land
Between The Lakes, TVA's
170,000-acre demonstration in
outdoor recreation and environmental education located
between Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley in west Kentucky
and Tennessee. Besides gaining
practical- experience in their
chosen field of study, the internship program enables
students to receive college
credit for their work.
The practicum program for

college students at Land Between The Lakes began in 1964
with four studepts from Murray
State University participating.
Since that time through the
combined efforts of Land
Between The Lakes and the
participating schools, the internship program has become a
vital cog in the operation of
Land Between The Lakes
during the summer. Recreation
students are placed in each of
the three family campgrounds
to organize and implement
recreational activities. Each
year campers who visit the
campgrounds enjoy a wide
range of planned activities from

campfire programs and critter
crawls to square dancing and
hiking. Within the 5,000-acre
Environmental
Education
Center, practicum students
assist schools in workshop
training programs and work at
Center Station, where they give
interpretive walks and tours of
the Environmental Education
Center.
In addition to recreation and
environmental education activities, students are assisting
the reports staff, in health and
safety, conducting day camp
programs, and running tests on
the water supply and sewage
treatment plants.
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The internship program
continues for a total of 12-16
weeks during which the
students are assisted in their
work by the TVA staff and the
participating schools. The
experience at Land Between
The Lakes offers college
students opportunities to gain a
working knowledge about their
future professions that they
could not obtain in the
classroom.
Land Between The Lakes is a
national demonstration in
recreation and education. Each
year as more colleges and
universities participate in the
program, it indicates the important role the area plays as an
educational field laboratory.
Universities and colleges
participating in the program
Kentucky
are:
Western
University, Murray State
University, University of South
of
Alabama, University
Nebraska, Morehead State
University, University of
Georgia, Eastern Kentucky
University, Grambling State
College. North Carolina State
University, University of
Florida,
of
University
Alabama, Middle Tennessee
State University, FreedHardeman College, Ohio State
University, Western Illinois
University, and the University
of Missouri.

Students at Ufferback School in the year 1912 are shown in front of the school which was located on the Benton Road
near the Seven Seas Restaurant. The school was consolidated with Almo School in the fall of 1945. Miss Pearl Evans,standing in center, was the teacher. Among the students pictured that could be identified are Guthrie Thurman, Loretta
Bogard, Louise Thurmond, Mary Sue Poyner, Rhoda Sue Mahan, Bonnie Mae
Bourland,
Mildred Lampkins, Max Tuff, Nadine Tuft, Howard Holland, Homer Fred Williams, Cecil Cook, Frank A. Overby, lames
Holland, Garvin Bourland, Modena Bogard, Leon Collie, Coy Cook, Frances
Collie, Buddy Williams,
Oglesby, James Coleman, Roy Leslie, Goble Holland, Ora Lee Coleman, Odell Tuff, Emma Nelle Mahan, Adeline
Bourland, Tulon Turnbow, T. C. Collie, Beurdean Mahan, Carl Poyner, Osia Coleman, Ben Holland, Grace Mahan,
Talmadge Tutt, Pauline Poyner,Dewey Turnbow,and Bennie Spann.

More Than One Way To Preserve Fruits
Lisa Harrell, a 1975 graduate of Murray High gives instruction on knot-tying to this youngster
at.Camp Energy in Land Between The Lakes. Lisa, who will begin studies at Murray State University this fall, is participating in a college internship program that is offered each summer by Land
Between The Lakes. Working in the medical section, she gives demonstrations on family safety
in the campgrounds and participates in other safety courses for visitors in Land Between The
Lakes.
(TVA PHOTO)

Forecast

Grain Producer

By Ted Howard
Calloway County Extension
Agent for Agriculture
Calloway County is fast
becoming a grain producing
county. Some of the land that
has been converted to row crop
use is not suited to this type
farming unless a cover crop is
sown. I believe a cover crop is
important to use on almost all of
the land planted in soybeans
and corn.
Wheat is probably the best
small grain crop for Calloway
County. If we continue to
produce row crops on our
farms, we are going to be forced
to use some kind of cover crop
in order to save our land from
washing into Kentucky Lake.
The cost of establishing a small
grain crop can be justified from

the soil conservation standpoint
alone. However, a double crop
situation can be used with
soybeans planted following the
harvest of wheat.
A fast reliable method to use
to establish a small grain crop
is aerial seeding. As it reduces
the- amount of time and labor
involved in establishing a small
grain crop. This means more
time is available for fall harvesting operations.
Aerial seeding also allows
earlier establishment of small
grain crops, because seeding
can be done before the corn or
soybean crop is harvested. In
fields where corn or soybeans
were planted late, aerial
seeding can increase the
chances of getting the small
grain drop established before

_
MURRAY..-Ilef AirCert-ter
--AtfylitYPtOn-The Squore PADUCAH: Downtown Minnen's II.
8 Crossroads

\ante your own game this fall
With Winner's Super Separates Simostivar!
Cardigan Print Sweaters and Vests.
Patchtiark and Embraidered Sweaters •

S9

S11114't Separate

s

__SIB

Pants and Jeans

s20
Size,.3-15

- •• •
lfurryll
Open _Nights &..‘,;nritItlys

winter arrives.
Aerial seeding of small grains
into corn should be made before
the corn reaches the soft dough
stage, while the corn leaves are
still green and shading the
ground. However, seeding
should not be made too early
hPeaiMP of_the danger_of
inadequate moisture in normal
years. September 1st is usually
a good time for aerial seeding
into corn.
Aerial seeding into soybeans
should be made just before the
soybean leaves start to fall,
regardless of the date.
There are many other
methods to use in establishing a
small grain crop into corn and
soybeans. The main thing is to
be sure to do it.. and help save
our land.

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Consumers stumped by the
current shortage of-canning jar
lids are finding there's more
than one way to Preserve their
home-grown fruits and vegetables.
Freezing is one of the most
popular alternatives, partly because of the wide variety of
containers that can be used.
The canning lid shortage has
spread across the country.
Ivianufacturers and some government officials say consumers are hoarding. There
also have been charges that
lids simply aren't getting to
retailers arid the Federal Trade
Commission has launched an
investigation.
Industry spokesmen estimate
1975 production of replacement
lids at 1.6 billion. That would
be about five dozen lids for
each of the 25 million or 26 million families expected to do
some home canning this year.
Consumers, however, say
they can't find lids at their grocers and are trying to salvage
produce with other preserving
techniques.
There are two basic types of
packages for home freezing:
rigid containers made of aluminum, glass, plastic, tin or heavily waxed cardboard and nonrigid containers like bags and
sheets of cellophane, heavy
aluminum foil, pliofilin and
polyethylene.
The packages should be filit1Sture and vapor resistant aod
must be sealed carefully. Tin
cans require a sealing machine
or special lids; glass jars for
freezing generally call for the
same kind of currently scarce
lids used for home canning
Most bags used for packaging
can be heat sealed — using special equipment or a household
iron — or closed by twisting
and folding back the top of the
bag and securing it with a
string, a plastic or rubber band
or other ie device.
The Agricultural ReSearch
Service of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture trs several tips
on packing produce for freezing.
—Pack food and syrup cold to
speed up freezing and helP
keep natural color and flavor-Pack tightly to cut down
the amount of air between individual pieces of produce. When
using a bag, press the air out
of the unfilled part of the bag
and seal immediately.`
—Allow a little head space
between the packed food and
the closing. Most food.expands
as it freezes. The amount of
space, needed varies with the
amount and type of food.
Freeze all fruits and vegetables at zero degrees Fahrenheit or below and don't overload the freezer. Leave a little
space between packages when
freezing, so air can circulate.
You can move the packages
closer together later on.
Most fruits and vegetabier;
can be kept fof 8 to 12 months
at zero degrees or below, according to the USDA. (eels
•

the sugar is dissolved. Put the into the boiling water. Start
fruits and juices can be kept with the sugar or syrup, but fruit and juice in containers timing immediately. The length
use
in
for
preferable
may
be
for four to six months.
,
of time required for heating
and seal.
cooking or in special diets.
Unsweetened fruit can be varies from vegetable to vegeWash, peel, trim, pit and
Reminder: not all produce
fruit the way you packed just as is or crushed - table, but generally is only a
items can be frozen. Green on- slice the
you were serving it and packed in its own juice, few minutes.
would
if
ions, lettuce and other salad_
After heating, plunge the baswithout sugar.
immediately.
greens and radishes will not
Vegetables also should be ket of vegetables into cold wayou're using syrup, disIf
freeze well. Neither will tosolve the required amount of washed, peeled and trimmed. ter to stop the cooking. It takes
matoes unless they are cooked
sugar in cold or hot water, then They also should be heated or. about as 1ong-4e cool a vegefirst. For further information
the fruit in the liquid. blanched to stop the action of table as it did to heat it.
on local varieties of produce pack
Once cooled, pack immediateMake sure the syrup is cool be- enzymes in the vegetables.
suitable for freezing, write your
The best way to heat most ly and freeze.
fore packing and make sure it
state agricultural extension
Further information on home
covers the fruit so the top vegetables is in boiling water.
service, experiment station or
will not change color Use a special blancher or fit a freezing, including directions
pieces
college of agriculture.
wire basket into a large kettle for specific fruits and vegeand flavor.
Fruits and vegetables require
tables, is available from the
If you're using a sugar pack, and add the cover.
diff6ent preparations for freez- put the cut fruit in a bowl or
Use at least one gallon. et USDA. Send a -letter or post
ing. Fruits can be packed un- pan, sprinkle the required boiling water for each pound of card to the Office of Comrnusweetened, in sugar or in syr- amount of sugar over the fruit prepared vegetables. Put the nication, U.S. Department of
up. Unsweetened fruits general- and mix gently until the juice vegetables in the wire basket Agriculture, Washington, D (' ,
ly do not keep as well as those is drawn out of the fruit and or blanching basket and lower 20250.

ANNUAL AUGUST
Diamond Cluster Spectacular
A Startlin9 Announcement

We made huge purch ses months ago from the Diamond
Centers of the world, prior to sharp price increases. This
fac‘toupled with our traditional, price reductions for
our Annual Diamond Sale make these savings possible.

Each & Every Ladies & Gents Clusters
Discounted For This Gigantic
Annual Cluster Sales Event!

WERT DIAMOND IS
TRIPLE TESTED

on

POO
Fe,4.•.«.4
•••ca.
pnrool %ft 111•10
beateR71
POI COWS
'Ye ar.p.eado
Amor ••
p.a.., M.
webel
POO CLANTY
•••••••
owl
ranglo4, 1.0

Bel-Air Shopping
Open Till 8:30_ Fri. N ite
Diamonds Slight! Enlarged to Show Exquisite Detail,

Charge It
Or Layaway
Now For
Christmas
And Save
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This
Week
32 oz.
Bottles

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
Eversweet

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Win

Plus
Deposit
P..
0
7
Limit 5 With 57.50 Add. Pur.
Excluding Tob. & Dairy Products

Last's Winner Charles Blakemore
Collage Grove, Tenn.

Field's
Whole Smoked

Vocatio
Western
Fifth Ken
Cuiston
Tim Devi
America;
Homema
President
Senior

Reelfoot's Arrowhead

Heint51 Steak

Hyde Park
Grade A Large

Fresh Water

USDA Choice Corn Fed
Round Steak
el, Round Steak.
Top Round
Steak
Rump Roast
Chuck Steaks
English Cut Roast
Boneless Stew Meat

892
59.

Catfish Steaks
Scott Lad

Grape Jelly

18 oz. Jar

Edon

.
a Tissue

Kraft French

Turkeys

32 oz. Bot.

289

Gatorade

Hunts

4.1

Merit

Crackers

1 lb. Box49c

Del Monte Chunk Light

Swift's Pretender Beef
Sirloin Steak
Rib Steak
Round Steak.
1-Bone Steak
Club Steak

S12

s

2%

Si 2%
S13%
SI 3%

Tendered With Papain

Dad's

Riverside

C Bologna

Root Bier
Gold Medal

Scott lad

Applesauce

Cascade
Ot. size
35 oz. Box

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Gen. Mills

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
429049

Betty Crocker

Cheerios— Angel Food
Mix
1601. . 79c
#29051

Expires 8-19-75
Good Only At Storeys

Box

Expires 8-19-75
Good -Only At Store .s

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Limit I Per Famil%

New Freedom

Knock-Knock

Maxi
Pads

Cups

3044—
Box

Pure Lean
Family Pack

Gt. Size

$1 49

Expires 8-19-75
Good Onl At Storeys'

Expires 8-19-75
Good Only At Storeys

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

89.
COUPON
Limit I Per Family

Clorox

5 or.
100 ct
Box

24 oz.
Box „

Expires 8-19-75
Good Only At Storeys

Expires 8-19-75
Good Only At Storeys

COUPON
Limit I Per Family

Open N

-Bar-13-0
Sauci

COUPON
limit i per family

Dishwasher

ancentrated

All

:08t7. 59'
Expires 8-19-75
Good Onl At Store

tOttPON
Limit 1 per family

.All

S

Z. 9
Bo3x°—
Expires
89
19-75
Good Only At Storeys

09

Size
Expires 8-19-75
Good Only At Storeys
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Manson Has Little Hope Of
Gaining Freedom From Prison

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)
Former hippie cult leader
Look in the section in which laurels-the past is past. This Charles Manson is pushing for
your birthday comes and find day is for building for the appeal of his mass murder ectnviction, but he says he has little
what your outlook is, according future.
of ever being a free man.
hope
to the stars.
SAGITTARIUS
Manson says he has a hard
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
ARIES
The results of your efforts will time getting along with other
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) drilt be determined by what use you inmates at San Quentin Prison
Start the day,with verve and make of talents and op- but that he doesn't believe they
at a steady pace. Investigate portunities. Stretch out; delve are afraid of him.
the validity of new offerings. into areas that give promise of "I don't think I'm basically a
Caution in financial matters delivering more.
threat- to anyone," said the
advised.
CAPRICORN
man whose followers testified
) Dec.
TAURUS
to Jan. 20) V
during a nine-month murder
( Apr. 21 to May 21) t:441'
Saturn auspicious. Activities trial in Los Angeles in 1970-1971
You will now be in com- should be handled evenly so as that he was "perfection."
petition with top-flight people not to lap over too much in any The interview
aired Monday
and their activities. You can direction. Start with a tempo
night by station KTVU was
hold your own, advance some. you can keep-and do!
Manson's first since he and
Good ideas and eloquent speech AQUARIUS
three codefendants were found
will help.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
guilty of the murder of actress
GEMINI
Weigh fitness and the validity Sharon Tate
and six others.
(May 22 to June 21)
of proposed action carefully.
You may have an unusual Keep your eye on the horizon as Manson, now 40 and sporting
a short beard and inch-long finopportunity to advance your you steer ahead.
gernails, was interviewed in the
interests immediately-one PISCES
prison by reporter Stan Atkinwhich could have an important ) Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
bearing on your future as well.
Better-than-average oppor- son.
At one point, Manson said
Be ready to accept.
tunities for you to leap ahead
CANCER
and', if one matter seems that "getting out (of prison) is
(June 22 to July 2.3)
sluggish, don't think they all so far away in my mind, I
This is not the time for are! Your outlook very im- would just like to be left alone. •
dwelling on old errors, except to portant.
"If you spend a lot of time in
recognize that they must not be
prison, it doesn't get better or
repeated. On with your present
YOU BORN TODAY are worse, you get a balance with
program-especially if it's been endowed with a fine intellect, whatever you have to deal
built on a solid basis.
great dignity and a truly regal with."
LEO
personality. Properly educated
He said that if he ever re(July 24 to Aug. 23)
and living on the higher plane, gained his freedom, it might be
Do not lower your dignity by you would be well Suited to a
difficult for him to confront the
using strong-arm or other position of authority and
"fear of the Manson name and
forceful measures to achieve leadership. You make canny
success. You will accomplish judgments through a composite family."
Manson; Susan Atkins, 26;
more through your tact and of knowledge and instinct; are
pslie Van_Houtert, 2k.x......
a2tgo..- _graciousness.original and foresighted-in year tranwrnk
erft,
senwere
VIRGO
thinking. You have excellent
tenced to death for the August
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
business acumen and are
New offerings may attract usually a smart speculator. In 1969 murders.
The sentence was changed to
you, but do Jiot gitiOup old fact, your gift for handling
projects of Value. In those fields finances should make you life after the U.S. Supreme
in which you are trained and for materially successful, no Court ruled that capital punishwhich you have a liking you matter what career you choose. ment as generally applied by,
may well speed ahead now.
unconFields in which you could shine: most states was
LIBRA
music, writing, the law, science stitutional.
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
"Those incidents that took
or salesmanship. Birthdate of:
The Libran, connoisseur of John Galsworthy and Sir Walter -.place(the murders) have noththe truly good things in life, Besant, Eng. authors.
ing to do with me personally,
should have a field day.
even though I'm responsible
Especially favored: artists,
EEC AID
and could accept a certain
writers, entertainers, dealers in
Displaced and needy peramount of responsibility," Manfine arts.
sons on Cyprus are receiving
son said.
300 tons of butter oil and 5,000
He claimed that evidence by
SCORPIO
tons of wheat from the ComLos Angeles Asst. Dist. Atty.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
mon Market in response to an
Vincent Bugliosi never put him
Better than average in- appeal from the United Naat the scene of the murders.
fluences. Do not rest on your tions. -Ci413
FOR THURSDAY, AUGUST 14, 1975

Vocational youth organization presidents await the arrival of
Governor Julian M. Carroll of
Western Kentucky University's Diddle Arena to address over
3,000 vocational educators at the
Fifth Kentucky Vocational Education Conference
on August 6, 1975. left to right: Steve McCuiston of Calloway County High School in
Murray, President of Future Farmers of America;
Tim Devore of East Hardin High School in
Glendale, President of Future Business Leaders of
America; Diane Roberson of Mason County
High School in Maysville, President of Future
Homemakers of America; Tim Johnson of Fulton
Area Vocational Education Center in Hickman,
President of Vocational Industrial Clubs of Anicric.x
and Lowell Cheatham of Nelson County
Senior High School in Bardstown, President of
Distributive Education Clubs of America.

Franklin County Leads State
In Number Of Divorces Per Year

lb.

revs
11111•011L

FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP)-Be- Campbell County dropped nearsides being the seat of state ly 900, to 2,264, in 1974 when The Bluegrass Comprehensive
government, this community is both states had the same mar- Care Center here, said many
also the divorce capital of Ken- riage age. But the county's rate state employes work here but
their families live elsewhere,
tucky.
still was high-25.4 per 1,000.
which can lead to difficulties.
Franklin County had 248 diOther counties with high divorees--xecurciaditt 4073, the vorce- rates-Were--Payette end- She. said, howew,_ she had
little from her own counseling
last year for which complete Warren, both
with F.4 per 1,000,
statewide figures are available. and Simpson, with 6.2 Fayette experience to substantiate that.
That came to 7.0 divorces per County had 1,705 marriages and
Marriage and divorce rates,
1,000 population and was the 1,162 divorces while Warren respectively, for some °the!
Kentucky counties for 1973
highest rate in the state. The had 542 and 395.
statewide average in 1973 was
Frankfort area divorce fig- were: Barren, 9.0 and 4.8;
3.0 and the national figure was ures could be
distorted because Bourbon, 11.3 and 3.6; Boyd,
4.4.
they reflect the place where the 11.9 and 4.9; Boyle, 9.9 and 4.6;
Close behind came Clay divorce is filed, rather
than pri- Campbell, 35.5 and 25.
County, with a 6.8 rate. Clay or residencee,
Clark, 12.9 and 5.5, Daviess,
said Helen
County has a population of ap- Weddle, who works with
vital 9.9 and 5.1; Fayette, 9.3 and
proximately 19,000 while Frank- statistics for the state.
6.4; Franklin, 11.8 and 7.0; Harlin Cabinty's is about 35,000.
For example, when a couple din, 9.1 and 5.2; Harlan, 6.8 and
But at least they both had separates, she said, one might 4.0; Henderson,
11.1 and 0.8;
more marriages than divorces move away and file. With state Hopkins, 9.8 and 4.0.
reported in 1973, more than two government attracting so many
Jefferson, 9.0 and 5.4; Kentother Kentucky counties man- job-seekers, especially women on, 14.4 and 0.5; Knox, 7.1
and
aged.
in clerical positions to Franklin 0.7; Laurel, 10.4 and 3.1;
Shelby County reported 70 County, many divorce proceed- McCracken, 10.7 and 5.6; Madimarriages and 101 dives_ ings are filed here.
son, 11.0 and 3.5;,
n
Pulaski,
9.6
that year and Carter County
Sue Nichols, a counselor with and 1.1; Warren, 8 and 6.4.
had 89 marriages and 115 divorces. The divorce rates were
5.2 for Shelby and 5.6 for Carter.
The figures are compiled by
the vital statistics division of
the state Human Resources Department, from reports subSACRAMENTO, Calif. ( AP) tons, with 1.4 million tons
of
mitted by courity'clerks.
- California will be over- wine varieties.
On the other side, Campbell flowing with grape juice again
Picking is just beginning. The
County was far and way the this year but it doesn't mean
most popular place to get mar- lower wine prices, industry ex- first white wines from the 1975
crop should reach the stores in
ried in Kentucky in 1973.
perts say.
December and the reds in early
The 3,134 couples taking maThey say the price of grapes 1976.
rital vows there gave the coun- will probably drop in the nearty a rate of 35.5 per 1,000 popu- record harvest, except maybe
"Some people are predicting
lation, more than twice as high for the prime varieties that go lower wine prices, but all we
as runner-up Mason County, into the best dry wines. But can say is that a lower price
with 17.6. The statewide aver- they say the cost of grapes ac- for grapes could offset other
age was 10.4.
counts for so little of the retail price rises," said Harvey PoBut Campbell County Clerk price of wine that a decrease sert of California's Wine InRobert Nau said in a recent cannot make up for inflationary stitute. - •
telephone interview 75 per cent pressures on other factors.
Jerry Vaughn of the E. & J.
of the marriage licenses he isIf there's any price cutting, Gallo Brothers
Winery said he
sued went to Ohio residents.
look for it in the wines from expects
small increases in wine
Before Jan. 1, 1974, he said France or Italy, they say.
prices - "No big jump, but
the marriage age for men was
The state Crop and Livestock
21 in Ohio and only 18 in Ken- Reporting Service forecast some. The better varietals
tucky. Although the age now is Monday that this year's grape might rise a little. But the gethe game in both states, Ohio crop will be 3.85 million tons, nerics, where the volume is,
has a five-day waiting period to including a record 1.35 million should be fairly stable."
get married while it is only tons of wine varieties. It said
The Wine Institute figures
three in Kentucky.
the total crop should be one per that grapes account for only
And many Ohio residents cent larger than 1974, but one about 20 per cent of the retail
cross the Ohio river to get mar- per cent under that of 1973.
cost of wine, although this variried in Kentucky to keep their
The record is 3.97 million es by winery and variety. The
names out of their local papers, tons in 1965.
rest is packaging, transNau said.
Earlier forecasts had placed portation, labor, distribution
The number of divorces in this year's crop at 4.22 million and financing - all going up.

Of his efforts to gain freedom, Manson said, "You see,
my problem is that I'm scattered all over the place. I've
got three girls that are locked
up and I have to file their motions with my motions. I don't
have typewriters and I don't
have books. In other words, I'm
working slowly because I certainly have plenty of time."
Manson, who spent much of
his life before the Tate murders
in jail for petty crimes, was

JACKETS
European & Western Styles
From Farah &Wright
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Shirts
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6 oz Bottle
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Personna 74
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Reg. $2.09
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Non Aerosol

Oil of Olay

Super Mold
Choice of regular or
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4 oz bottle

Moisturizing
Lotion
$219

Hair Spray

No
Dry Ant -P rspirant
Foot Spray
ie 1631
5 oi CCan
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.s000 Injector Blades
P
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ClOSO-1113

Foot Deodorant
. Spray

5 oz Can No 1386
Reg 1119 Your Choice

Clean on an I dust maks ern len yowl Ism

Qt. Jar-32 oz.

Dr. kholls

664

From Gorham, Reed & Barton, Towle,
Wallace, Lunt

Dill Pickle
Hamburger
Slices

*Nail Clipper
*Tweezers
sloe Nail
Clippers
•Nail file
•5 Emery
Boards
Reg Si 00

Desitin
Skin Care
Medicated

Murine Eye Drops

Paramount

Manicure Kit

FINAL MARKDOWN

Many Patterns To Select

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY-ENDS SATURDAY

Hand Lotion

Sterling /
Silver /2 Price

'COFFEE QUIZ
Did you know that coffee is
a fruit? Sirrular to a cherry,
the coffee "bean" is one of
two seeds found inside the
fruit - CNS

PRE-WASHED
JEANS

Bumper Crop Of Grapes Not
Expected To Lower Wine Prices

1

asked if he felt there was no
place in this world for Charles
Manson. He replied:
"Not no place; I made an attempt to adjust, I just can't
seem to adjust to your society
because no matter what I do it
is wrong."
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Car Inspection 'Advised
Before Holiday Travel
FRANKFORT,
Ky.—It's
Labor Day weekend, and on the
way to grandma's house or that
long-awaited vacation at the
beach, your car breaks down in
some unheard-of crossroads,
only a hundred miles from
home.
If you're lucky, you escape
serious injury and set off to
scare up the town's only
mechanic. Unfortunately, he
won't be able to get the part you
need until Monday.
The dream vacation has
become a nervous nightmare,
with you and your family stuck
in the last motel in town.
But, it might have been
avoided if you had taken the
time to have your car inspected
before leaving home.
Today, Kentucky has approximately 2,900 such stations
scattered across the state for
the safety and convenience of
the motoring public, according
to Paul Stivers, assistant
director of the inspections
division in the state's Bureau of
Vehicle Regulation.
"Between July; 1974 and May
of this year, more than 1.5
million cars, trucks and other
privately-owned vehicles were
inspected," Stivers said. "Of
those, more than 117,000 were
found rejected for safety
defects."
"The biggest offender was the
exhaust system, the cause of
approximately 32,000 rejections. Next in line were turn
signals, with bad tires running a
close third," Stivers added.
Other troublesome items,
.accorduig ta.Stivers, were tail
'Iights,stopieWTamg
and windshield wipers.
"Almost any one of those
items could cause a . hitch in
your holiday plans, or—worse
yet—provoke a serious accident,? he said.
Motorists also may risk
another sort of delay. Because
Kentucky has a mandatory
inspection law, driving a car
displaying
no inspection
sticker—or a sticker that has
expired—can get you into
trouble with the police.
According to Lt. Ernest
Bivens, Kentucky State Police
information officer here, state
police, in addition to their usual
patrols and roadblocks, will
probably set up extra roadblocks as part of their holiday
weekend effort.
"Any citation issued for
violation of the inspection law
will require that the driver
appear in court in the county
where the violation occurred on
the Monday or Tuesday
following the Labor Day
weekend,".he.isaid.
"Let's face it," Stivers said,
"a vacation is meant to be a

Courtesty Partol To Aid Disabled Drivers
trucks — most of them yellow
and all of them equipped with a
supply of gas, water and tire.
changing tools — will be
patrolling interstate routes and
toll roads across the Commonwealth, watching for
disabled motorists.
These vehicles will be
manned and operated during
peak travel periods — from 3 p.
m.to 9 p. m. on Friday, Aug. 29,
and Monday, Sept. 1.
Over the July 4 weekend, the
Bureau of Highways reported
about 145 motorist assists on
interstate routes in Kentucky.
The largest number was 39 in
the 6th Highway District Area,
which has its headquarters at

FRANKFORT, Ky. — "May
God bless all the Good
Samaritans of the highways"
was the reply on the comment
card turned in by a motorist
who was helped by the "United
We Stand" courtesy patrol last
July 4.
That unidentified person from
Flatwoods, Ky. —
and
thousands of others who intend
to drive through the state over
the Labor Day weekend — will
be glad to know that the courtesy patrols will be back on the
roads, too.
In a united effort between
Kentucky's Department of
Transportation and the state
police, state highway pick-up

time for carefree enjoyment.
Attempting to travel in a
vehicle that isn't completely
safe not only may tie up
precious tune for repairs, but
poses a real hazard to you and
your family."
The new muffler or brake job
may sound expensive, he said,
but consider the cost of the
consequences for not doing so.
"Consider the danger to
yourself and your family," he
added. "Missed vacations can
be repeated, but a human life—
there isn't any replacement for
that."

Covington and includes 1-71 an everyday — not just holidays—
to spot situations where patrol
1-75.
Next in line was the 4th help might le needed.
The emergency vehicles are
District at Louisville, with 21
assists on three interstate maintained on a 24-hour, daily
basis on the toll roads, with
routes — 64, 65 and 71.
A. R. Rornine, assistant state managers "beefing up" that
highway
engineer
for effort on the holiday weekends.
There were 56 assists on toll
operations, said, "We see the
patrols as an opportunity to help roads over the last holiday.
the motoring public at a time According to division officials,
when traffic volume is- tip and their patrols are equipped to
chances for accidents are up, handle almost any emergency,
including first aid.
too."
One trucker who needed
Officials in the state's toll mechanical assistance wrote:
facilities division added that
"These two men were the
road managers on all eight most courteous and kind men
parkway systems monitor that I have ever encountered all
traffic flow on all toll roads my 30 years of traveling the

highways. They couldn't do
enough for me — giving me
fresh, cold water and cigarettes
from their own packs, even
though it was nearing their
quitting time."
•
In conclusion he wrote, "Too
bad you don't issue a larger
card because I could go on and
on about these two fine men."
Most of the comments weren't
quite so profuse, but nearly all
agreed that the patrols spotted
them within minutes after they
first found themselves in
trouble. And, generally, the
patrols were able to assist them
right there or radio ahead for
help.
They're still shaking their
heads, however, in Romine's
office about the grateful
motorists from Chicago who

wrote:
•'The two gentlemen who
helped us were kind, cordial,
helpful and refused any
gratuity. They really made our
day. Many thanks to the state
of...Tennessee."
IRELAND HAS
A SONG FESTIVAL
CASTLEBAR, Ireland (AP)
— The 10th Castlebar International Song Contest will be
Oct. 6-10.
The first prize will be $2,400.
Prizes also are being offered
for best interpretation of an entry, songs written by composers from abroad and songs
in the Irish language.
Last year 1,400 entries were
received from 42 countries.
More than 350 songs were received from composers living
in the United States,
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David R. King

King Honored
By Integon
David R. King, general agent
of Integon Life Insurance Corp.
here, was honored at the
company's annual educational
seminar held at Marco Island,
Florida recently.
King was inducted into the
President's Council honor club.
He was recognized for his
outstanding sales and service to
customers during the past year.
Membership in the honor club
is based on exceptional performance and professional
competence in selling Integon's
various lines of insurance and
related services.
STANFORD WORKING
FOR IRAN TV
PALO ALTO, Calif. (AP) —
A $978,000, three-year contract
to assist in planning a domestic
communication satellite system
for rural telephone and educational television series has been
awarded Stanford University by
the government of Iran.
Prof. Bruce Lusignen of electrical engineering and Edwin
Parker of communications are
serving as principal investigators for the telecommunication
planning study for National Iranian Radio Television. Five
NIRT technicians are at Stanford working with the Stanford
staff.
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Plant Announced For
Central Bull Test
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Soil, Plant Testing Can Show
Cause Of Poor Growth Of Crop-

Hospital Report
August 6, 1975
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Cautiously optimistic police
ay
ELSEWHERE 3.09
*-%--1
,
10-11Frid
4
•
be
s
Center
will
g
alarm
Shoppin
false
Bel-Mr
that
think
rs.
10-7 Mon.-Thu
14Sun.
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9.5 Sat.
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—
us.like
you'll
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OR 90 MINUTE
ELSEWHERE 9.95
ELSEWHERE 2.19
ELSEWHERE 69C

Fall Conversational Prints

his If her
jersey printso_
sa e! Ex4t ra6Isvetis!

LAS
IVAL
dand (AP)
!bar Interest will be

I be $2,400.
[ng offered
in of an enby cornand songs
tries were
countries.
were res living

values to
3.99 yard

Competency-Based
Programs Topic
Of Conference

Monique
fabricst

Miss Your Paper?

4

YES, WE'RE MORE
MAKITtitt A*.
DRUGSTORE!

rC

TO SCHOOL
THESE MAKE GREAT SCENTS FOR BACK
MON
n
Ski
TRIOMPHE
Bracer

1

that's

45°

new and ROwl

everVt

EDGE

BEGLEY'S

MULTIPLE
VITAMINS
WITH
IRON

We

660

440

COVER GIRL
LIQUID
EYE SHADOW

HEAD &
SHOULDERS
LOTION SHAMPOO

LILT *

REXALL
VITAMIN E
CAPSULES
$2.67
200 IV
OR 400 IV $4.68

33

Ire

LOCK TOP
SANDWICH
BAGS

VOGUE
BATHROOM
TISSUE

666

3M
TOTE-A-TAPE RECORDING
8-TRACK
CASSETTES
TE
SET
OR CAS
CARRY CASE
8 $1.97

68

BEGLEY'S
BABY
POWDER

MURRAY

Seafood Buffet
Ky. Lake
Catfish

Shrimp

14 OZ

ALL BRITE
WATCHBANDS

5R OFF

570

Children Under 12 Half-Price

Every Friday Night 5:30 to

8:30

ALL
AMITY
MEN'S
& LADIES
BILLFOLDS &
PURSES

OFF sA4NzoIT&E"ip

se

7 HAVE YOUR FAVORITE
SLIDES MADE INTO PRINTS

Red Snapper

White Beans, gush Puppies, Cote Slaw, French fries

$325

1°9

$1.47

WITH COUPON
GOOD THRU
8/18/75
OF

OVEN CLEANER

43(

330

• ••••"' JUNIOR
BLOW
POPS

EASY-OFF

BOX
OF 54
LIMIT 1
ELSEWHERE 53c

PREPARATION H

PREPARATION
H )
SUPPOSITORIES

BOX OF 12
ELSE
WHERE
2.23

167

SPECIAL 3s8ty99
ADDITIONAL PRINTS 33C EACH

MOUNTED SLIDES
FROM ONE OR MORE ASSORTED
E FROM 110
SIZES 126 127, AND 135 ONLY! NOT AVAILABL
ON
COUP
THIS
WITH
1975
18
ST
AUGU
GOOD THRU

PAGE HI THE MUMMY,
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ADAMS FOODLINERS
Prices Good Thru Tuesday August 19, 1975

ONEST
LOW PRICE
KING

SOUTHSIDE
NORTHSIDE
S. 12th St.
Chestnut St.
8 a. m.-10 p. m. 6 a. m. - 12 p. m.
Closed Sunday

Bi
Tc

WITH 1 0

Bicb
additi
Centel
Count:
The
C,onstr
5104,41
structi
by bid
Willtin
Heal
aid th
.eache
:•ontra
meet 11
that he
let to o

WHOLE

I

OLD FASHIONED

Jim Adams Guarantee
If, due to curcumstances beyond our contra—we run out of an advertised special We will issue you a "RAIN CHECK" which
will entitle you to buy the advertised item
at a later date at the same special price.
We're Honest With You!

IN-THE
PIECE

Bologna

Lb.

FROSTY MORN

Smoked Picnics

Lb

FRESH-SLICED

Lb.4.29

Canned Ha

Pork Liver

Lb-

ST
79'
39'

1.4, CORNER

Ginger Ale

Econo Meal
EGGS
BENEDICT
2 English Muffins 4 thin slices bo,led ham
(split in hail)
4 fresh eggs
Soft outlet at
Never Earl Hollandatse
margarine
Sauce
Toast Enghsh muffin hatves, butter and
keep Lower= ptace Saute ham slices lightly
...in the meanime poach the eggs To
serve, place buttered muffin halves on
serving platter or inctiv,dual service Place
ham slice on each multin hall, top ham
with poached egg and cover sere,
Hollandaise Sauce Serve immediately
access/paned by tomato slices and potato

$9i
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this fist
an esti'
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Sen. '
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ffiltree t
go into
most st:
services
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ROTEL-TEXAS "PINK"
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year an
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stateme
Also s
student
personr
revision

VLASIC:SLICED
Snatida
VIM 50% 114,1. a pampa

CLOVERLEAF

Instant Milk lOqt.

112
PURINA

CLUROX
BLEACH GAL.

Ca
Variab
with ch
dershowt
today an

PERSONAL SIZE

5

Ivory Soap

4 49'
Bars

WICKER'S

BAR-B-Q
SAUCE

1

53

FLAVOR KIST
CRACKERS

ii

"no nonsense"
PANTY HOSE
SHEER-TO-THE-WAIST
REGULAR SIZE
48' in package coupons

1 Lb

FASTI
at the I
owned

FRESH-FIELDRUN

TRIMMED & PACKAGEli
PLUMP-TASTY

Nectarines,

g
Lb.

49'

.6 EARS 594,

CALIFORNIA No. 48 SIZE

White Grapefurit

A
Each

I'at

In mo
been a
city offi
minutes
formatic
by city I
This is
Kentuck
case to
service I
Regions
Universi
,Ordinant
For th
Murray
students

